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1. I INTRODUCTION

1.1 Terns of reference and scope of the study

1.1.1 . I have been requested to prepare, for submission to the World Health
Assembly, a memorandum on reservations under the Constitution of the World Health
Organization .(1)

1.1.2 For the purpose of this memorandum, Articles 21 and 22 of the Constitution
of the World Health Organization could not be dissociated from Articles 19 and 20
of the same,Gonstitution. The analogies and the differences between the two sets
of articles must be considered in order to reach a proper understanding of either
of them.

1.1.3 Problems connected with reservations both to Health Conventions and to
Health Regulations, however, cannot be fruitfully studied otherwise than on the
basis of some knowledge of the same problems under the law of treaties.

1.1.4 These considerations have determined the scope of the memorandum which
after some further introductory remarks (Part I), deals in succession with,
reservations to treaties (Part II), reservations to Health Conventions or
Agreements (Part III), and reservations to Health Regulations (Part IV).

1.2 Questions of law and questions of practice in treaty making

1.2.1 The interpretation of treaties is a legal matter, although,the inter-
preter should, of course, be as well informed as possible about the relevant facts,
especially where these are of a highly technical character. But the making of new
law is never a purely legal matter, it is a mixed matter of law and fact. These
statements may sound platitudinous. Experience shows, however, that, on both
sides, one is Only tyo apt to lose sight of them.

(1) This request originated in a suggestion by the Legal Sub -Committee of the
Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine CWHO /Epid /53,
footnote 8, p.40): "that it would be most desirable for a Legal Memorandum
to be prepared and submitted to the World Health Assembly in which the whole
question of reservations to international Regulations would be dealt with and
in which an authoritative opinion could be given on the interpretation of
Article 22 of the Constitution, including the possibility of reservations to
Regulations adopted by the World Health Assembly amounting to a rejection of
such Regulations."
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1.3 From contract to legislation

1.3.1 A proper understanding of the problem connected with reservations would
seem to require a somewhat philosophical approach to them. One should visualize
the evolution of international law from contract to legislation, from law agreed
between sovereigns ruled by custom only to law enacted by a sovereign assembly.
We are still in an early stage of this evolution. So much progress has been made
in one generation, however, that a denial of the trend no longer seems possible.
Whether our primary allegiance still goes to a State or States, or has been trans-
ferred to the world community of States, whether we may wish to travel faster or
not so fast, we all know today that world government must be mankind's ultimate
destination.

1.3.2 The problem of reservations should be considered in this light. As
Carlo Cereti (2) admirably puts it, the reservation "is a typical manifestation
of that characteristic of international law that it is at the same time a rule to
which States are subjected and a product of an agreement among those who will be
bound by it. Reservations are unknown in national law, because this law emanated
from the sovereign will of the law maker; from this it surges as complete as he
wishes it to be, but international law, the product, not of one unilateral volition
but of a meeting of several wills, bears this peculiar trace of its origin."

1.3.3 Nevertheless, where different physical conditions, unequal economic,
social or cultural development or other special circumstances require variations
in the law to meet the case of some countries, reservations appear not so much as
a phenomenon inherent in the peculiarities of treaty making than as a device for
fulfilling that requirement along the line of least resistance.

(2) Carlo Cereti, Saggio sulle Riserve, published by the Catholic University of
Milan, 1932 p.1.
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2. II RESERVATIONS TO TREATIES

2.1 Definition

2.1.1 A reservation is a special term varying, as requested by the reserving
party, the effect of a treaty insofar as it concerns the relations of that party
with one or more of the other parties . (3 )

(3) J.L< Brierly, Report on the Law of Treaties, Doc. A /CN4/23 (Article.10 (1))
". a special term limiting or varying the effect of that treaty insofar as
concerns the relations of that State or Organization with one or more of. the
existing or future parties of the treaty.

Harvard Research Draft Convention on the Law of Treaties.
Article 13, "As the term is used in this Convention, a "reservation" is a
formal declaration by which 'a State, when signing, ratifying or acceding to
a treaty, specifiee as a condition of its willingness to become a party to
the treaty certain terms which will limit the effect of the' treaty ih bo
far as it may apply in the relations of that State with the other State or
States which may be parties to the treaty."

Ch. Ch. Hyde, International Law, p. 1435, "A reservation to a. treaty is a
formal statement made by a prospective party for the purpose of creating a
different relationship between that party and the other parties or prospective
parties than would result should the reserving State accept the arrangement
without having made such a statement ".

Convention on Treaties adopted by the 6th International Conference of
American States, 20 February 1928, at Habana, Article 6: "In international
treaties cele orated between different States, a reservation made by one Of
them in the act of ratification affects only the application of the clause
in question in the relation of the other contracting States with the State
making the reservation."

J. Basdevant, La conclusion et la rédaction des traités, Recueil des cours
de l'Académie de Droit International de la Haye, 1926 V, p.597: "Le

caractére essentiel de la réserve, c'est qu'elle résulte d'une déclaration
de l'Etat interessé ... les autres se bornent à l'accepter ".

See also: C. Baldoni, Le Riserve nelle Convenzioni Collettive, p.356;
C. Cereti, Saggio sulle Riserve, p.1; Von Crayen, Die Vorbehalte im
Vdlkerrecht, p.35; L.A. Podestá- Costa, Les réserves dans les Traités
Internationaux, Revue de Droit International 1938, p3.
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2.1.2 It may not be superfluous to point out that the word "reservation" is
currently used in referring both to the declaration of the reserving party and to
the change which may result in the legal position as a consequence of its accept -

ance.(4) In order to avoid all ambiguity, the term has been used, throughout
this paper, with the latter meaning, unless the contrary is clearly apparent from
the context.

2.1.3 To elucidate by an example what constitutes a reservation, let us
suppose that, under the treaty, certain measures shall be free of charge, but that
R (the reserving State) reserves to itself the right to levy a given charge for
such measures and that this is accepted by States A, B, C, etc. (other States
parties to the treaty), then the effect of the treaty shall be varied in the

relations A -R, B -R, C -R, etc. but not in the relations A -B, A -C, B -C, etc.

2.1.4 Reservations which may be made to bilateral treaties are outside the

scope of this paper.

2.1.5 In certain rather unusual instances, the distinction between treaty
clause and reservation may become purely formal. Where special rights are granted
individually to one or more of the contracting States (see below, paras. 2.9.1.1
and 2.9.1.2; cf. A.H. Washburn, Treaty Amendments and Reservations, Cornell Law
Quarterly Vol.5, p.258) the effect of the treaty is, so to speak, varied for their
benefit within the treaty itself. Another marginal case will be dealt with
below, in para. 2.8.4.2, where the words "as requested by the reserving party"
come into play. These, however, are exceptional cases.

2.2 Genuine reservations distinguished from others

2.2.0 Declarations are often made which, although termed "reservations ", do
not properly deserve that name and should not be dealt with as such.

2.2.1 Some so- called "reservations" are not even intended at varying the
effect of the treaty, their purpose being either a political or an academic one.
This is the case, for example, where it is declared that the treaty shall not be
interpreted as having such or such effect, which the opponents of the treaty in
Parliament or Congress profess to apprehend, although it is clear that the treaty
does not substantiate. such Tears. It is also the case where a provision is

criticized as being scientifically unsound but it is not stated that it will not
be applied.

2.2.2 Generally speaking, interpretative reservations are seldom genuine ones.

It should not lightly be assumed, that parties to a treaty have agreed to a given
interpretation in the relations between the reserving party and other parties ana
only in those relations. Unless there is conclusive evidence to the contrary,
the effect of a so- called interpretative reservation, when accepted, is to
determine by way of authentic interpretation, the true meaning of the treaty in
all the legal relations governed by it.

(4) L.A. Podestá- Costa, Les Réserves dans les Traités Internationaux, p.3.

J.L. Brierly, Report on the Law of Treaties, p.42.
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In'appreciating whether an interpretative reservation should be considered
as an interpretation or as a genuine reservation,. it could no longer be held,, with

A PomMe de Mirimonde (Les Traités imparfaits, p.86), that, as a rule, each
contracting State is entitled freely to interpret the treaty.. Questions of
interpretation of treaties should be considered today, at least As potentially
justifiable. On the other hand, where compulsory jurisdiction is provided,
parties remain free, as a rule, to elucidate the meaning of the treaty by way of
an authentic interpretation, always conforming, of course, in doing'so,'to such
institutional arrangements as they may have agreed (cf.below, para.3.3.3,
sub -para. 2 where the opinion expressed by the International Labour Office would
seem to go too far).

It need hardly be pointed out that the fá,ct that a reservation is offered
and accepted as an interpretation is not conclusive. Where the effect of the,

treaty is varied, not merely elucidated, and it can be conclusively shown that
only the relations of the reserving party with one or more of the other parties
are concerned, the so- called interpretative reservation will be a genuine one.

2.2.3 There is no genuine reservation where State .A makes it a condition to
its own ratification that States B and C will also ratify fdr, if this condition
is accepted and fulfilled, the effect of the treaty is not varied, nor is there
a genuine reservation where the date of coming into force is postponed, for when
the treaty will come into force, it will be unaltered.

2.2.4 It is obvious, as D.H. Miller pointed out, (5) that a declaration
which is in substance a rejection of the treaty cannot be called a reservation.

2.2.5 There is no genuine reservation where a State has excluded certain of
its territories from a treaty and this was done in accordance with the treaty or
was subsequently accepted(6). The scope of the treaty was narrowed down but this
variation in its effect equally affects all the relations governed by it. It

was provided in the treaty, for example, that certain steps should be taken by
any transited State and, having regard to this, the parties undertook to 'abstain
on arrival from applying certain measures. State R (the State which has made
what purports to be a.reservation) now excludes territory.(x) As a result of
this exclusion, parties are at liberty to apply such measures which would otherwise
be excluded, to traffic which has passed through (x), not only against the ships
of R but against those of all other parties as well.

(5) D.H..Miller, Reservations to treaties, their effect and the procedures in
regard thereto, Washington D C., 1919, p.79.

(6) This is contrary to the view that was expressed in para. 3.2.4 of the first
report of the Legal Sub - Committee for Epidemiology and Quarantine, bût it does
not affect'the conclusions reached there.
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2.2.6 Certain treaties, or parts of treaties, are, by their contente,intolerant
of reservations,, such as those whereby international organizations are set up and
their powers, duties and rüles,of procedure determined. Conclusive evidence
should, therefore, be required.for construing as a genuine reservation an agreed
declaration whereby something that affects or purports to affect such a treaty,
or such clauses, has been reserved.(7)

2.2.7 In this connexion, Uruguay in its Exposé (see below 2.4.4.4) said:
"We cannot ... ignore the class of treaties which, by their special nature,
require universal and complete acceptance by all the ratifying States, since a
reservation by any one of them would destroy the "do ut des" relationship for all
the others. But this type of treaty is undoubtedly very exceptional indeed ...
When treaties of this special nature are negotiated, there is nothing to prevent
the insertion in the text" ... of a special clause.

2.3 Different kinds of reservations

2.3.1 (a) Negative and positive reservations

2.3.1.1 Reservations are mostly negative, to the extent that certain authorita-
tive writers in explaining what is meant by "reservation" only speak of the
"exclusion of certain provisions ".(8) This, however, is too narrow. We are
confronted with a genuine reservation where in substitution for what is provided
in the treaty, another undertaking by one of the parties is offered and accepted.

2.3.1.2 It has even occurred that a State made a reservation because it
considered that a provision of the treaty did not go far enough. Cases, however,
where States bind themselves to go further than their treaty partners are clearly
exceptional.

2.3.1.3 Where the undertaking in the treaty is aregative one, i.e. where
abstention from certain measures is pledged, then a negative reservation consists
in reserving the right to do more, a positive one in undertaking to do less.

2.3.1.4 The negative reservation may go as far as to completely exclude from
the scope of the treaty the relations between the reserving State and another
signatory or contracting party.

(7) Report of the Secretary -General on Reservations to Multilateral Conventions,
Document A/1372, of 20 September 1950, para. 36, p.15. As an example.,

see Article 51 of the Convention for the creation of an International Criminal
Court of 1937, Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.7, p.876.

(8) For example, Anzilotti, Corso di Diritto Internazionale, p.357; also the

Harvard Research text quoted in footnote 3.
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2.3.2 (b) Constitutional reservations

2.3.2.1 Another category of reservations of a rather special character are
those which refer to limitations of their undertakings resulting from internal
rules, generally constitutional rules, which States, mostly federal States, feel'
unable to remove.

2.3.2.2 Para.2 of the Protocol to the. Convention on Simplification of Customs
Formalities, 1923 (9) may be quoted as an example of such clauses, "As regards
the application of Article 3" (import and export licensing, where maintained, must
be done simply, rapidly, etc.) "the obligation accepted by Canada binds only the
Federal Government and not the Provincial Governments, which, under the
Constitution, possess the power of prohibiting or restricting the importation of
certain products into their territories ". (See also paras. 3 and 4 of the same
Protocol.)

2.3.3 (c) Reservations on reservations

2.3.3.1 Special mention should also be made of reservations on reservations.
Resuming the example chosen above (para. 2.1.3), if State A makes it a condition
of its assent that the charge to be levied on its ships shall be limited to those
which do not present.certain specified guarantees, and if this, in turn, is
accepted, then the effect of the treaty will be varied in two different manners:
in one manner between A and R and in a different manner in the relations B -R, C -R,

D -R, etc., the relations A -B, A -C, B -C, etc. always remaining unaffected.

2.3.3.2 Should a party make it a condition of its assent that the variation
in the effect of the treaty shall affect all the relations governed by it (10)
and should this be accepted, then we are no longer confronted with a genuine
reservation. It is a case of the treaty being amended.

2.4 Recent developments

2.4.1 (a) The Austrian reservation to the 0ium Convention 1925

2.4.1.1 A Convention adopted by the Second Opium Conference on 19 E bruary 1925
remained open for signature until 30 September 1925. Austria, which had not
attended the Conference, signed on the last day, making a reservation on certain
clauses. This brought into prominence a difficulty inherent in the practice of

.

leaving multilateral treaties open for signature, to which attention was drawn by
a British memorandum to the Secretary -General of the League of Nations. The

Council thereupon requested the Committee of Experts for the Progressive.

(9) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.II, p.1120

(10) A.D. von Crayen, Die Vorbehalte im Vblkerrecht
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Codification of International Law - the functions of which were of the same
nature as those of the present International Law Commission of the United Nations -
to report on the question of the admissibility of reservations to general Conventions.

2.4.1.2 This report (11) stated i.a.: "In order that any reservation whatever
may be validly made in regard to "a çlause.of the treaty, it is essential that
this reservation should be accepted by all the contracting parties ... If not,
the reservation, like the signature to which it is attached, is null and void ".

2.4.1."3 The report also dealt with the special case of Labour Conventions. which
will be considered in a subsequent part of this memorandum.

2.4.1.4 The Report to the Council by the rapporteur, M. Zaleski (12) drew
attention to the need for "some machinery for ensuring the acceptance of
reservations which are consistent with the intentions of the original signatories,
but no others" and suggested that the Council recommend to conferences on technical
subjects "in cases where the text of a convention contains ... certain articles
to which reservations can be made without prejudice to the other articles a
method similar to that adopted by the Customs Conference ". (13)" This suggestion
was adopted. (14)

2.4.1.5 The essential feature of the machinery thus recommended (see below
para. 2.9.1.6) was that the power to accept, or reject,'certain reservations was
entrusted tó the Council of the Leagué:of Nations on advice from the body entrusted
with the preparatory work of the Conference.

2.4.1.6 In the meantime, Austria had withdrawn its reservation. Almost
immediately afterwards, however, the Council itself had occasion to act in
conformity with its own recommendation. Sweden having expressed the wish to
accede to the Opium Convention of 1925 with a reservation, the Council consulted
the competent technical body of the League of Nations, the opinion of which was
adverse to the reservation. The Council" adopted this opinion.(15)

2.4.2 (b) The Harvard Research Draft

2.4.2.1 In 1935 there "was published in"the American Journal of International
Law (16) a monumental study by the Harvard Research Group directed by Prof. M.O. .

Hudson, on thy; law of treaties. As in the other studies of this group, the
conclusions reached were in the shape of a draft Convention, accompanied by
copious comment.

(11) Official Journal; 1927, p.880

(12) Official Journal, 1927, p.770 and 800

(13) This refers to the Convention (simplification of) on .Customs Formalities of.
3 November 1923, Hudson International Legislation, Vol.II, p.1094.

(14) Official Journal, 1927, p.800

(15) Official Journal, 1928, pp.926, 1086, 1091 and 1100.

(16) Volume 29, Supplement 4, October 1935.
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2.4.2.2 The subject of reservations is dealt with in Articles 13 to 16 inclusive.
Article 13 has been quoted above (see footnote 3); Articles 14, 15 and 16 deal'
with reservations at time of signature, ratification and aceession respectively.
It is sufficient for our purpose to state, in general terms, that according to
this draft, unless otherwise provided in the treaty itself, the consent of all
those who have already signed the treaty, or are entitled to sign it as long as it
is open for signature or before it has been brought into force, or have become
contracting parties by accession, is required in all hypotheses for the validity
of a reservation.

2.4.3 (c) The Convention on Terrorism

2.4.3.1 The Convention for the prevention and punishment of terrorism of
1937 (17) marked a new departure in the technique. for dealing with reservations.,

2.4.3.2 Article 23 of that treaty in substance amounts to this, that during
three years from the entry into force, the assent of all signatories, as well as
of contracting parties, is required for the validity of a reservation;
subsequently, only that of the contracting parties.

2.4.3.3 In addition, according to the same article: "if, within six months of
the Secretary -General's communication, no objection to the reservation has been
made, it shall be treated as accepted by the High Contracting Parties ".

2.4.4 (d) The Convention on Genocide

2.4.4.1 Reservations to the Treaty on Genocide made, on ratification, by the
USSR and other States led the Secretary -General to report to the General Assembly
submitting to it the practice followed by the Secretariat.-(10 This practice
was summarized as follows; "If the convention is already'in force the consent,
expressed or implied, is then required of all States which have become parties
up to the date on which the reservation is offered. Should the conventions not
yet have entered into force, an instrument of ratification or accession offered
with a reservation can be accepted in definitive deposit only with the consent
of all States which have ratified or acceded by the date of entry into force."
This practice had developed as a result of thé report, rightly termed as
"Inconclusive" by Prof. M.O. Hudson (19) of the Committee. of Experts for the
Progressive ''Codification of International Law_(see above para. 2.4.1.2).(20) .

(17) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. VII, p.86200

(18) Document A /1372 (see footnote 7) para.5.

(19) M.O. Hudson, Reservations to Multipartite International Instruments,
hmerican Journal of International Law, 1938, p.331.

(20) It should be noted, however, that, when Cuba offered reservations
(subsequently withdrawn) to the Statute of the Permanent Court of
International Justice,.the Secretary -General seems to have consulted
all the signatories to the Revision Protocol and all Members of the League
of Nations (same reference as in footnote 19) (cf. above para. 2.2.6).
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2.4.4.2 The matter was discussed at length in the 6th Commission of the General
.ssemb ly. This Commission had before it, among other draft resolutions,. one by
the United States, (21) providing that "... pending the formulation of a report
by the International Law Commission to the extent not inconsistent with
express provisions in the conventions, or in the absence of other agreement
between States directly concerned, the Secretary- General shall .... consider as
deposited for the purpose of the initial coming into force of the convention an
instrument of ratification or accession containing a réservation by a State only
with the consent of all other States Which ratify or accede thereto prior to the
date of entry into force." In a previous version, it was further said: "in

regard to a convention which has come into force, only with the consent of all
"States which have theretofore ratified or acceded ".

2.4.4.3 The United Kingdom (22) was ready to accept in substance the United
States proposals as an interim. solution, only if the matter were deferred to the
International Court of Justice for an advisory opinion. The United Kingdom felt
that, up to the coming into force, the consent of all States which would have
become signatories by then should be required and after. the coming into force that
of all States which had become signatories prior to the deposit of the instrument
containing the reservation. Further, as provided in a Swedish amendment (23), in
the case of a treaty prescribing a time -limit for signature, the consent of all
States'which would have signed the treaty within the prescribed time -limit should
be required.

2.4.4.4 There was an Uruguayan amendment (24) to the United States resolution
which implied that all ratifications or accessions with reservations should be
accepted by the Secretary- General, unless otherwise provided, the treaty having
effect "in respect of the Governments which have ratified it with reservations
and the signatory States which have accepted them (the reservations), as modified
by such reservations ".

This embodied a practice followed by the Pan American Union. In its exposé
(25) Uruguay said: "We are all agreed, and there can be no doubt on this point,
that a reservation must be accepted ... the chief difference between the system
followed by the pan American Union and that adopted by the League of Nations ...
is ... that ..., under the Pan American Union system, ... although the reservation
made by Uruguay has been rejected by one State Uruguay may become a party to the
treaty and is bound, vis á vis the 17 States which have accepted her reservation,
by the terms of_the treaty as modified by the reservation; but between Uruguay
and the State which has not accepted her reservation -- Cuba in this. instance -

there is deemed to exist no treaty.... In our opinion, the crux of the matter is
that the choice ... is one of pure expediency ... ".

(21) Document A /C.6 /L 114 /Rev.l of 7 October 1950.

(22)

(23) "

(24)

(25)

H./C . 6/ L 115 .

A/C 6/L 121.

;.../C.6/L 116.

,/C 6/L 117
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2.4.4.5 There was also a sub- amendment by Chile (26) to the Uruguayan amendment
limiting the effect of the latter to treaties other than those the text of which
had "been approved by the General Assembly of the United Nations".

2.4.4.6 In the oral debate (27), the Netherlands' viewpoint, as expressed by
Prof. P.V A. Roling, was that the right to oppose a reservation should be
acknowledged only to those signatories who have ratified, or who express, at the
moment of their opposition, the intention to ratify in due time.

Prof. M. Bartos stated, on behalf of Yugoslavia that the rule of unanimity was
the best solution.

The USSR viewpoint, as expressed by M. Morozov was that sovereign States had
an inalienable right to make reservations while that of Poland, as expressed by
Dr. Manfred Lachg', was that reservations were the only possible alternative to
unanimity, the counterpart device which permitted the minority nevertheless to
continue as parties. These opinions were shared by Czechoslavakia while several
Latin American countries (Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Mexico) supported the
Uruguayan amendment.

2.4.4.7 It was finally agreed to consult the International Court of Justice on
the legal position under the Genocide Treaty.

The questions submitted to the Court (28) are as follows:

I Can the reserving State be regarded as being a party to the Convention while
still maintaining its reservation if the reservation is objected to by one or more
of the parties to the Convention but not by others ?

II If the answer to question I is in the affirmative, what is the effect of the
reservation as between the reserving States and:

(a) the parties which object to the reservation ?

(b) those which accept it ?

III What would be the legal effect as regards the answer to question I if an
objection to a reservation is made:

(a) by a signatory which has not yet ratified ?

(b) by a State entitled to sign or accede but which has not yet done so ?.

(26) Document A /C.6 /L 120

(27) Official Records, 219th Meeting, p.42; 220th Meeting, p.48; 221st Meeting,

p.55; 222nd Meeting, p.59.

(28) Document A /1517
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2.4.4.8 Apart from this, the matter was referred to the International Law
Commission of the United Nations. This decision will not begin to take effect,
however, before the middle of 1951.

2.4.4.9 The report of the 6th Commission by Mr. Kural (Turkey) (29) states in
connexion with the Uruguayan amendment: "To those delegations emphasizing the law-
making character of United Nations' Conventions, it seemed undesirable to turn to
a system which would theoretically permit the obligations of States under broad
rules of international conduct to obtain between some States adhering to the
Convention but not between others. It was for this reason that the representative
of Chile offered an amendment to the Uruguayan proposal in order that it might not
apply where the text of the Convention had been adopted by the General Assembly.
He urged that a minority ought not to be able to make its views,; outvoted on the
floor of the Lssembly, prevail by the device of reservations.

2.4.5 (e) Prof. Brierly's draft and the preliminary discussion
in the International Law Commission

2.4.5.1 among the projects of the International Law Commission of the United
Nations, there is a draft Convention on the Law of Treaties prepared by the
rapporteur, Prof. J.L. Brierly, (see above, footnote 3). This Commission, when
it met in Geneva, in June -July 1950 proceeded to a preliminary exchange of views
on the matter of reservations, with a view to assisting the Secretary -General at his
request in connexion with the Genocide Treaty.

2.4.5.2 The procès -verbaux of this discussion may serve as a guide for determining
the limits of the area where there is general concensus of opinions among
authoritative exponents of international law.

2.5 Reservations to Health Conventions

2.5.0 It is appropriate, at this stage, to turn to the main Health Conventions
for a survey of past practice concerning reservations. In order to apply the
Constitution, both medical expert and lawyer should be familiar with past practice
(see above para. 1.2.1).

2.5.1 As regards the 1903 Sanitary Convention, it is recorded in the procès -
verbal of signature (30) that the British Delegate made a declaration renewing
certain reservations and declarations made during the Conference as regards the
I.O.H., the sanitary station at Ormuz, the position of the British Colonies, etc.
The procès -verbal states that the Conference "gave act to this declaration ".
Mr. H.W. Malkin (31) tells us that, in January 1905, the British Ambassador at Paris
was instructed to deposit the British ratification with the French Government,
handing to them at the same time a declaration recapitulating the above reservations.

(29) Document A/1494, para. 17.

(30) Procès- verbaux of the Conference, pp. 145, 146.

(31) H,W. Malkin, Reservations to Multilateral Conventions, British Yearbook of

International Law, 1926, p.148.
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The French Minister for Foreign Affairs stated that he was unable to receive the
ratification if it were accompanied'by reservations of any kind; he could only
Communicate the reservations to all the signatory Powers and, if thCy were accepted
unanimously by the latter make special mention of them in the procès- verbal of the
deposit of all the ratifications, which must eventually be drawn up.

This apparently was the case, for when the procès- verbal of the deposit of

the ratifications was signed, on 6 April 1907, (32) the British reservations were
duly recorded.

There was also a United Statee reservation as to substitution of "observation"
(isolation) for surveillance under Article 21 ss by reason of the different laws
of the States of the Union. (cf. above, para. 2.3.2.1).

2.5.2 In the procès- verbal of signature of the Agreement respecting the
Unification of Pharmacopoeial Formulas for potent Drugs of Brussels 1906 a British
declaration was dealt with (33) reserving the right to make to the provisions of the
Agreement such minor alterations as the progress of science might require from time
to time. The signatories unanimously agreed that the same right belonged to each
of them. The effect of this declaration was to turn into an amendment to the
agreement what would have become a reservation if it had merely been accepted.
(See above, para. 2.2.2). A similar reservation to that made by Great Britain in
1905, was made in 1929 (34) by a series of governments. This time, however, there
was no provision generalizing such declarations. Other reservations to these
agreements need not be mentioned here.

2.5.3.1 The procès -verbal of signature of the 1912 Sanitary Convention (35) was
signed ad referendum by the representatives of a large number of the participating

States. These made a series of reservations few of which were repeated in the
procès -verbal of the deposit of the ratifications.

The only declaration, purporting to be a reservation, made by a representative
who signed otherwise than ad referendum was a Swedish one on Article 37 according
to which ships coming from an infected local area where sanitary measures had been
applied "in a sufficient manner" would not be submitted to these measures a second
time on arrival. Sweden declared that it was for the sanitary authority of the
port of arrival to appreciate whether the measures previously taken had been
sufficient or not. He requested that act should be given to this declaration.

This, however, was not the case,reither were the effects of any accepted
reservation determined at this stage.

(32) Bulletin of the Office International d'Hygiène publique, 1909, No.1, p.61.

(33) de Martens, Recueil de Traités, 3rd Series, Vol.', p.59g.

(34) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.V, p.79.

(35) Procès - Verbaux, p.163.
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2.5.3.2 The procès- verbal of the deposit of ratifications concerning the 1912
Sanitary Convention contained British, United States, Spanish and P-- _____t_____

Mp.tp;.reservations. It was stated that these had been accepted and that the other
contracting parties would have the right to claim the benefit thereof against
traffic coming from the United States, Spain and Panama. ,(36)

The United Kingdom, apart from a colonial clause, which was not a genuine
reservation (see above, para. 2.2.5), declared that it was well understood that the
right of denunciation and the right for the Powers to modify the text of the
Convention by concerted action among them subsisted as they were under the previous
Conventions. This was not a genuine reservation either. The acceptance of this
declaration resulted in a determination of the meaning of the Convention (see
above, para. 2.2.2).

The Spanish declaration, although so worded as to give it the appearance of
an elucidation that of the United States and that of Panama, all aimed at reserving
to themselves freedom to apply sanitary measures to traffic from local areas which
have not been declared as infected. They were genuine reservations.

2.5.4.0 Concerning the 1926 Sanitary. Convention, reservations were made in the
Protocol of signature and further declarations purporting to,be reservations were
'made by Spain at the moment of its ratification.

2.5.4.1 The Protocol of signature recorded reservations by Germany, Brazil, Chile,
China, Egypt, Spain, the United States, Canada, India, Finland, Japan, Lithuania,
the Netherlands, Persia, Portugal, Turkey, the USSR. Axceptance and reciprocity
in the effect were provided in the same words as in the Protocol of Ratifications
of the 1912 Convention.

2.5.4.2 The German reservation was on the right under article 25 to subject
suspects on board a plague infected ship to "observation" (isolation). This

expression of scientific disapproval does not seem to have had any legal effect
(see above, para. 2.2.1).

The Brazilian reservations consisted in stating that Brazil was bound neither
by erticle 17(b), as food had nothing to do with the transmission of cholera, nor
by 19, as postal packages should not be submitted to any sanitary measure. This

might be understood as a positive reservation, the reserving State undertaking,
without reciprocity, to go further than its treaty partnere in abstaining from
sanitary measures (see above, paras. 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.1.3'and below, parai 2.8.4.2).

(36) "Les soussignés donnent acte des réserves ci- dessus exprimées, et déclarent
que leurs pays respectifs se réservent le droit d'en invoquer le bénéfice á
l'égard des provenances des Etats -Unis d'Amérique, de l'Espagne et de Panama."
Spain had made no reservations on signature, nor Panama, the representative
of which signed ad referendum.
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A more likely interpretation, however, is that one is confronted with another
instance of scientific disapproval without legal effect. The reservations of
Chile were the same as those of Brazil and Portugal.

The reservations of China, the United Kingdom for its Protectorates, Colonies,
Possessions and Territories under its Mandate, India (outside major cities and
except in case of an epidemic) and Persia on !rticle 8(2) (compulsory declaration
of cases of epidemic diseases) are genuine reservations, required because the text
did not make any provision for scientifically less advanced territories.

The Egyptian reservation was á protest against the presence at the Conference
of a representative. of Sudan and a reservation.as'to Egyptian sovereignty. This

was not a genuine reservation (see above, para. 2.2.1). The same applies to a
reservation by.the United States as to recognition of a regime or entity acting as
government of a signatory or contracting party, expressly excluding pending
recognition, relations with such party from the scope of the'Convention. This
was not a genuine reservation (see above, para. 2.3.1.4). Under international law
as it stands today, participation in a multilateral treaty of this kind does not
entail implicit recognition. The reservation was therefore superabundant.
Supposing, however, that it were not, then it would be more reasonable to assume
that its acceptance, Which alone could give it legal validity and effectiveness,
implied adoption of it as an authentic interpretation of the treaty applying to the
relations between all the parties, rather than as a reservation limited to those
between the United States and any State or Government not recognized by the United
States, all the more so, as there were, in fact, several other signatory States
which had not recognized the USSR at that time. (37)

further reservation by the United States and also by Canada and Spain was the
same as that made in 1912 by the United States and Spain as to infected local areas,
although clothed in different wording. The British representatives stated that
their signature did not bind parts of the British Empire, members. of the League of
Nations - which is not a. reservation.

Finland's reservation, that notwithstanding Article 30 they might isolate the
passengers and the crew of ships infected with cholera was a genuine reservation.

The same may be said of another Finnish reservation, on Article 58 prohibiting
isolation (observation) at land frontiers, as a result of the lack, or paucity, of
alternative railway connexions.

Japan's reservation as to transmission of information to the Office via the
Singapore Bureau was hardly a genuine reservation.

A genuine reservation, however, was that whereby Japan reserved its freedom
of action as to cholera carriers.

The declaration by Lithuania excluding application of the Convention between
it and Poland pending the resumption of normal relations between them, if not
merely intended'as a political gesture, was analogous in its intent to that

(37) J. Lanterpacht, Recognition in International Law, 1947, p.371.
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referring to relations with non - recognized regimes or entities.

genuine reservation was that whereby the Netherlands reserved the right, as
regards the Dutch Indies, to treat as an infected local area an area where there
was murine plague. A second part of'the Netherlands1 declaration, however, did
not seem to. stretch Article 27(2) beyond the limits of.a reasonable interpretation
and, therefore, was probably not a genuine reservation.

Persia's protest against Article 90 and its declaration: that it was not bound
to the status quo were more in the nature of a political statement of the reasons
why the Persian representatives signed "ad referendum" than of a genuine reservatise;
If this is the case, the same'necessarily applies to a British ion.

The Portuguese reservations were scientific ... criticisms' of the Convention.

They were not genuine reservations (see above., para.'2.2.1).

Turkey's statement that no treaty had deprived it of the right to be
'represented on the Sanitary Maritime and Quarantine Bbard of Egypt was probably not

intended to have any legal effect. Its declared right .to place a sanitary guard

on board ships coming from an infected local area crossing the Straits, other than
those having a ship's surgeon on board, constituted a genuine reservation.

The USSR declaration that certain provisions concerning the Office, already
covered by the Rome arrangement of 1907, should have been inserted in the minutes
and not in the Convention does not seem, to be a. genuine reservation as it was
expressly stated. that no objections were raised against those provisions.

Their further declaration stressing that the last sentence ,of article 12 shoule.
be applied only in exceptional circumstances was not a genuine reservation. They

stated that "in the spirit of the Convention ",the e xception.should be limited to
cases where the government responsible for the territory, which continues
ex hypothesi to be trated as infected although it.has been declared healthy, "had
not fulfilled its duty.under the Convention ".. This interpretative 'reservation

was accepted by all the other signatories. The reasonable inference is that if
they did so they must have agreed with the interpretation.

The USSR's further reservation that it was not bound by the decisions of the
Sanitary Maritime and Quarantine Board of Egypt as it was not represented on that
Board appears as a genuine reservation, although probably somewhat theoretical in
its effect.

2.5.4.3 On ratifying, Spain made three reservations. The first was the same as
that of the United States concerning non - recognized regimes or entities; the second
repeated in substance the reservation made at the time of signature and was there -
fore superfluous. The third referred to Article 49 which is a mere recommendation.
It was not, therefore, a genuine reservation for a recommendation has no binding
effect and one cannot vary the legal effect of a provision which has none.

There was, in addition, a declaration excluding the Spanish territories in
the Guinea Gulf from the Convention.
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As none of these so- called reservations was a genuine one there is no
contradiction between the fact that the French Government did not reject them, and
the statement made at the last plenary meeting of the Conference, by the French
Chairman (38) that "if the Chinese Government wished to make a reservation at the
time of its ratification, the French Government would be compelled to say: "Under

those conditions, do not ratify ".

2.5.4.4 To sum up, the 1926 Conference unanimously accepted eight different
genuine reservations. Among these, one was essentially political and temporary,
referring as it did to the non- representation of a State on an international board.
At least two, and perhaps four, (on Article 8(2), by several States; on land

traffic, in the case of Finland; on murine plague, in the case of the Dutch Indies,
and on traffic through the Straits) were due to special geographical, or social,
conditions not sufficiently taken into account by the Conference.

This leaves an irreducible minimum of three: the Finnish reservation on
cholera, the Japanese reservation on cholera carriers and the reservation by the
United States, Canada and Spain as to what local areas were to be treated as
infected.

2.5.5.0 The 1933 Air Convention was left open for signature within one year.
Article 67 provided that any reservation on signature must be accepted by all
previous signatories and any reservation on ratification or accession by all
"participating States ".

2.5.5.1 Apart from the exclusion of non -metropolitan territories by the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands and Australia, the following reservations were made on
signature and accepted as provided in Article 67: A reservation by the United
States that no amendments would be binding on the United States unless accepted by
its Government. Article 61 provided (see below, para. 2.7.6.2), that lack of
protest should be taken to mean acceptance. It is not certain whether a genuine
reservation on that provision was intended or not.

In addition there was a United States' reservation similar to that on the 1926
Convention about infected local areas.

There was also a genuine Australian reservation about non -recognition of
certificates of vaccination which did not provide the necessary guarantees.

2.5.5.2 No reservations were made on ratification but reservations were made on
accession by Brazil and Iraq. The Brazilian reservations are the same as those of
the United States while the Iraqian reservation is the same as that of Australia.
It is recorded in the procès -verbal of deposit of those instruments that these
reservations had been previously accepted by all States participating in the
Convention. (39 -40)

(38) Procès -verbaux of the Conference, 9e Séance, p.129.

(39.. Bulletin of the Office International d'Hygiène publique 1935, No.5, p.825.
40)
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2.6 Permissibility of Reservations

2.6.1 Professor Brierly's draft (41) provides that "unless the contrary is
therein indicated or otherwise follows from the nature of that treaty, a State
or international Organization may accept a treaty subject to a reservation ".
This would seem to express the present day approach to the matter.

2.6.2 There can be no doubt that a treaty may expressly exclude any reservation.
Such explicit exclusion may also result from a previous treaty such as a
constitution. It is equally certain that such exclusion may bé implicit in the
nature of the treaty or as a result of practice as in the case of Labour
Conventions- If reservations are not excluded, however, either in terms or by
implication, then it is considered legitimate and not improper for a party or a
prospective party to a treaty to declare a reservation, which will become effective
on acceptance provided it has been declared at the proper time and in the proper
manner.

2.7 Validity of Reservations

2.7.0 In international law, the binding character of manifestations of the will
of parties does not, as a rule, depend on formalities. If there were incontro-
vertible evidence that a reservation was intended by parties to be effective
although not presented at the proper time or in the proper manner, that reservation
would be valid. Nothing short, however, of the most compelling proof would be
considered sufficient to that effect and, as there is an imperative need for
preventing ambiguity and misunderstandings, there is a growing tendency to be more
exacting than one sometimes was in the past.

2.7.1 (a) When reservations should be presented

2.7.1.1 The proper time for presenting a reservation is on signature, ratification
or accession

2.71.2 According to traditional practice (for an example, see above para.2.5.1)
(42) reservations were not supposed to be made after the signature of the treaty.
The practice of leaving treaties open for signature during a given period and
also that of providing for signature, or accession, by certain States which have
not taken part in the negotiations led to relaxation of this practice.

(41) Report on the Law of Treaties, Article 10(1).

(42) See also, for instance, H. Accioly, Tratado de Derecho Internacional Publico,

1946, para. 1261: ... Formuladas y admitidas en oportunidad de la firma o
mencionadas en un acto especial anrexo, las reservas forman parte del
tratado y a él quedan incorporadas ...
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2.7.1.3 Reservations presented during the discussion in a Conference or Assembly
are normally interpreted as advance notice of reservations to be made at the
proper time. The discussions which led to the adoption by the United Nations of
the Convention on Genocide afford a recent instance, recorded by Mr. Yuen li Liang
,(43): "The question was raised in the 6th Committee during the discussion Of the
Draft Convention on Genocide as to the legal implications of reservations made by
delegations ... The Rapporteur stated that the statements made on the occasion of
the vote on the.draft Convention would be included in the record of the meeting
but that they.had no legal significance. Reservations which had been made by
certain delegations in the Committee could be made at the time of the signature
of the Convention."

2.7.1.4 A reservation properly made at the time of signature need not be repeated
on ratification. (44)

2.7.2 (b) In what manner reservations should be presented

2 7.2.1 According to Prof. Ch. Rousseau (45), the reservation should be stated
in writing and embodied in a special diplomatic instrument. Prof. J.L. Brierly
says(46): "Having regard to the contemporary practice of elaborating the texts of
projected treaties within organs of international organizations, it is thought
particularly important to lay down a clear rule that the text of a proposed
reservation must be authenticated in formal fashion ".

2.7.2.2 . During the preliminary discussions of the Report in the International
Law Commission (47), Prof. Hudson criticised the use of the word "authenticated ",
putting the emphasis on presentation at the proper time, and saying that that was
'what made reservations formal. Mr. Kerno, however, stressed the necessity also
of a. specific form.

2.7.2.3 It is safe to state that according to present day practice the proper
manner for presenting a reservation is to make or repeat it in writing on signature
either under the signature or in a declaration to be inserted in the protocol or
procès -verbal of signature, or to insert it in the instrument of ratification or
accession as the case may be.(48)

(43) Yuen li Liang, Notes on Legal Questions concerning the United Nations, American
Journal of International Law, 1950 p.120. Cf. Document A /CN4 /SR.53, p.9, Remarks
by Prof. Manley 0. Hudson: "If such reservations were not confirmed, it was an
admission that declarations made during negotiations did not rank as reservations ".

Cf. also, Ch. Rousseau, Principes généraux du Droit International Public, 1944, T.I.

p.296: "Il ne suffit pas d'une simple énonciation au cours. des négociations du
traité ou au cours des délibèrations d'une Conférence internationale." See

Brierly, Report on the Law of Treaties, p.44.

(44) H. Accioly, Tratado de Derecho Internacional publico, para. 1291; Podestá-
Costa, Les réserves dans les'traités internationaux, para. 13, Harvard
Research, Draft, Article 14(d).

(45) Same reference as in footnote 43.

(46) Report on the Law of Treaties, p.44.

(47) Document A /CN.4 /SR.53) p.5 ss.

(48) Cf. ibid. p.10.
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This had been done in the case of the British reservations to the 1903 Sanitary
Convention, the repetition of these reservations in the procès- verbal of ratifica-
tions would appear to have been superfluous and it is believed that the requirement
of a renewed acceptance would not be in consonance with present day practice

(see above, para. 2.5.1).

2.7.3 (c) The requirement of acceptance

2.7.3..1 No reservation can be effective without acceptance of it. Stated in
those general terms, the rule is incontrovertible and incontroverted. It would

be a waste of space and time to quote authorities in support of it.(49)

2.7.3.2 In view, however, of what will be said under (d), it should be recalled
that the Uruguayan amendment, mentioned above (see para. 2.4.4.4), embodying a
practice followed in the Pan American Union, expressly referred to the requirement
of acceptance.

2,7.3.3 In this connexion, Mr. W. Sanders, Chief Juridical Division, Pan American
Union (50) should perhaps also be quoted. Contrasting the practice of the Pan
American Union with the general one, Mr. Sanders said: ... "Both methods have the
same postulate - the absolute necessity of the acceptance of such reservations by
the other signatories or parties before the ratification or adherence which contains
them can become effective."

2.7.4 (d) The practice of the Pan American Union

2.7.4.1 The general practice - leaving aside for the present variations inside
it which will be dealt with under (e) was expressed in the legal report adopted
by the Council of the League of Nations in. 1927 (see above, para. 2.4.1.2). It

amounts to this, that in order to be valid a reservation must be accepted by all
the other parties. If one objects, either the reservation is dropped or the
reserving party is not allowed to sign, ratify or accede, as the case may be.

2.7.4.1.1 According to the practice of the Pan American Union, a reservation
accepted by any one of the parties will be valid in the relation between the
reserving State and that party (51) This view was given formal expression in the
following draft clause which Venezuela proposed at the Pan American Conference, in
December 1948, and should be added to the Habana Convention on Treaties: "A..Treaty

that is ratified with reservations shall enter into effect only between the parties
that accept the reservation ".(52) The procedure adopted by the Governing Board
of the Pan American Union in its rules of 1932 approved by the Lima Conference of
1938 involves, however, it would seem of necessity some degree of consultation with

(49) Cf. Document A /CN.4 /SR 53, p.3 ss and 10.

(50) W. Sanders, Reservations to Multilateral Treaties made in the Act of
Ratification or Adherence, American Journal of International Law, 1939, p.488.

(51) This did not apply to the Convention on the pan American Union itself (see
above, para. 2.2.6). Of. W. Sanders op. cit. p.498, Note 28.

(52) It would perhaps be more correct to say: "between the reserving party and the

parties that accept the reservation" (quoted from Annex II to Document A/1372,
Memorandum presented by the United Kingdom).
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If the observations of a number of
not willing to accept the reservation,
reserving State will reconsider its

2.7.4.1.2 The same practice was followed in the Convention on the Declaration
of Death of Missing Persons (Lake Success, N.Y., 6 April 1950) quoted by the
Secretary General in Doc. A/C 6 L/122 Add.l. Article 19 of this Convention reads
as followst "Any State may subject its accession to the present Convention to
reservations which may be formulated only. at the time of accession ".

"If a Contracting State does not accept the reservations which another State
may have thus attached to its accession, the former may, F.. within ninety days
... notify the Secretary General that it considers such accession as not having
entered into force between the State making the reservation and the State not
accepting it. In such cases, the Convention shall be considered as not being
in force between such two: States."

2.7.4.2' There is nothing fundamental about these divergent practices. As was
pointed out by Uruguay (see above 2.2.7) and as is illustrated by the case of the
Convention on the Pan American Union itself and by the Missing Persons Convention,
it is merely a matter of interpreting the will of the parties where this has not
been explicitly stated. In the absence of such explicit statement, both sides
would presumably agree with Mr. Justice G.H. Hackworthts (53) statement that it
"depends upon.whether the treaty is susceptible of application to the smaller group
of signatories".

2.7.4.3 As Mr. Sanders himself points out (54) ".. a basis for the variance
might be found in a division of multilateral treaties into those which are of a
contractual and those which are of a legislative character ".

2.7.4.4 In this connexion, the Secretary- General of the United Nations made
scme apposite remarks in the Memorandum on Reservations mentioned above (see
above, para. 2.4.4.1) (55): "In Cçnventions with a legislative intent a State
willing to become a party must be assumed to wish to enforce at least the core of
thé agreement. If another State considers, however, that the reservation
proposed is so crucial as to remove its real meaning from the text as drafted, then
the ob3éotion raised against the reservation constitutes not a mere bilateral
refusal to deal but rather a declaration that the ... legislative intent of the
Convention will not be furthered by an adherence subject to a nullifying reservation.
For, "f course, the reason for requiring unanimous consent is not that a State
should exclude another from participation in a multilateral agreement simply on
the grounds Af its own theoretical disapproval of the reservation, but only on the
serious ground of its deeming that the reservation strikes so directly at the
essenbe of the Convention as to impugn its basic purposes."

(53) Green H. Hackworth, Digest of International Law 1944, Vol. V, pl 130

(54) Op. cit. p. 488

(55) Doc. A. 1372, p. 13 in fine .
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2.7.4.5 It is significant in this respect that one at least of the States

which in the Genocide debate on reservations favoured the practice of the Pan
American Union, Chile, was of opinion that treaties negotiated in the General
Assembly of the United Nations should be excepted.

2.7.4.6 The practice of the Pan American Union. does not find unanimous support
among authoritative writers in the Americas.

Sass Professor H. Accioly, a Brazilian authority (56) "The universally
admitted principle is that no ratification may be accompanied by a reservation
... unless the other contracting parties agree with the reservation or the treaty

itself has provided for it."

Professor Podestá- Costa, an Argentine authority, who has made a special study

of this subject, expresses the same opinion. (57)

2.7.4.7 United States opinions are somewhat divided, some writers (58)
believing that there are less difficulties with the Pan American practice. ,.,The
weight of opinions, however, would seem to favour the view that, at least "after
a treaty has become binding upon two or more parties ... it is doubtless desirable
that no State should thereafter be permitted to sign or deposit its ratification
under reservations until the terms of its proposal have been formally approved by
the existing parties or prospective parties." (59)

2.7.4.8 The Harvard Research draft, as well as Professor Brierly s draft are
in conformity with the general practice.

2.7.4,9 In conclusion, reservations to multilateral treaties, especially
treaties of a legislative character, require the assent of all parties unless the
coming into force of the treaty as varied in its effect by the reservation between
the reserving party and any other party accepting the reservation should be.'. .

provided in terms or result from special  circumstances such_as the existence of-
a special practice governing a specific kind of treaty.

(56) H. Accioly, Tratado de Derecho Internacional Publico, para. 1288: 31.... el

principio universalmente admitido es que la ratificación no puede ser hecha
con reservas ... salvo que las demás partes contratantes concuerdan con dechas
riservas o el propio tratado las haya previsto". See also para. 1330,of
the same treatise.

(57) Podestá- Costa, Réserves dans les Traités, No. 22, p.33

(58) Miss Margorie Owen, for example (Reservations to Multilateral Treaties, Yale
Law Review, 1929, p.1086) says: "On the whole, it seems that there are less
difficulties inherent in the theory which sees in the multilateral treaty an
aggregate of bilateral obligations although it must be recognized that the
phraseology or purpose of a particular multilateral treaty may compel a
different conclusion ". .

(59) Ch. Ch. Hyde, International Law, 2nd Ed., p.1442
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2.7.5 (e) What is meant by gall parties "?

2.7,5.1 Assuming then that the treaty concerned is not one of the special
kind just describe.::, that the assent to the reservation of all.the parades is
required, if the wording of the treaty itself does not answer the question, what

is meant by "all parties "? Difficulties are not likely to arise when reserva-
tions are offeted while representatives of the participants in the negotiation

are still forgathered. When new reservations are presented on ratification,
when.treaties.are made accessible to parties which did not take part in the
negotiations, or left open for signature; and no provision has been made in the

treaty itself, then difficulties may be encountered In an endeavour to cope
with them, divergnt opinions have been expressed'and distinctions made between
different positions. These have been outlined in paras. 2.4.4.1 ss.

2.7.5.2 Two extreme cases will'illdstrate the profs and conts. First case -

State R accedes to a treaty which has been in force for ten years making a

reservation. No objection is raised exceptby State X. State X signed the

treaty but has not ratified and, in making its objection does not even state
whether it intends at last to ratify and, if so, 'When, Is State X to be counted

as one of the States the assent of which is required?

Second case - A treaty provides thai: it will come into forceas soon as two
States have ratified. Stealing a marc'i on the other signatories, States Y..and Z
embody in reservations certain changes which it was their common wish to introduce
into the provisions of the treaty but which were defeated at the Conference.
They mutually accept these reservations and the treaty comes into force Are all
States which will subsequently ratify the treaty or accede to it bound by these

reservations?

The provisions of the Convention on Terrorism (see above, para. 2.4,3.2.) were
intended to obviate the difficulties illustrated by the first case. The

proposals of the Netherlandst delegation in the Genocide debate (see above, para.
2.4.4.6) were intended to solve the problem where no provision had been made.
The wish to facilitate ratifications of and accessions to treaties concluded under
the auspices of the League of Nations led to a practice continued by the United
Nations (see above, para. 2.4.4.1), which, in cases such as the second, might
lead to embarrassing consequences as was pointed Gist in-the United Kingdom

'Memorandum (see p.35 of the document referred :to in foot note 52) ,

2.7.5.3 It is certain that a signatory which has not ratified is not yet a
contracting party.. Does it mean, however, that it cannot derive any right from
the final provisions of the treaty? Are not some of the final provisions currently
inserted in treaties_ clearly intended to apply before the entry into force; such
as those concerning signature before the entry into force, certain notifications
to be made and the very determination of the entry into force itself? Is it not
reasonable to say that a signatory derives from its signature against its co-
signatories, the right to ratify. without undue delay, the treaty unchanged except
for those améndments or reservations which the signatory itself may have agreed
upon? In other words, is not the treatjr,'while not binding any State to positive
action, i.e. to ratify, a joint and mutual offer which binds them all negatively
to.keep it entire during a reasonable period of time except for agreed amendments
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or reservations? (60) Or, if it is not conceded that this is a right under the
treaty, is the correlative duty not imposed by custom?

2.7.5.4 For reasons which' will become apparent further one it is not'necessary
to go further into these problems in this memorandum.

2.7,6 (f) Can silence be construed as a.cceptance.of a reservation?

2.7.6.1 When a reservation is made at the proper time and in the proper manner
in.the presence of the representatives of the participants in the negotiation

'there is no doubt that the absence of objection means acceptance. Difficulties
begin where parties are not in the presence of each other.

Writing in 1919, D.H. Miller (61) said: It is believed that there
have been examined all treaties of the United States of America to which have
been made reservations'of any character, and that no case can be found in the
precedents where any such declaration regarding a treaty which has gone into
force has not been expressly accepted by the other Party or Parties to the treaty
... Assent of a reservation ... is expressly recorded, either in the instrument
of ratification or in the procès- verbal or other record of the exchange or of
the deposit of ratifications."

The Habana Convention of 1928 (62) provided for explicit or semi- explicit
acceptance. The Sanitary Convention of 1933 provided for tacit acceptance of
amendments (Article 61) but did not expressly provide (Article 67) for tacit
acceptance of reservations as did the Convention on Terrorism (see above, para.

2.4.3.3).

2.7.6,3 Present day views are less rigid. Authoritative writers (63) are of
the opinion that, at least under certain circumstances such as the expiration of
a time -limit or even the lapse of a reasonable time, silence may be construed as
acceptance. According to Mr. O. Schachter (64) "though it is agreed that
express consent is desirable, it is also generally accepted that consent given
by implication is sufficient."

(60) Cf. Val. Jobst, Reservations to Multipartite Treaties, American Journal of
International Law, 1937, p.318 ss; François, Handbook van het Volkenrecht,
1949, 2nd Ed., Vol.1, p.680; R. Monaco, Manuale di Diritto Internazionale
Pubblico e Privato, 1949, p.306; L.A. Podestá Costa, Manual de Derecho
Internacional Publico, 2nd Ed. 1947, p.188

(61) D.H. Miller, Reservations to Treaties, 1919, p.160

(62) Article 6 "In case the ratifying State makes reservations to the treaty it
shall become effective when the other contracting party informed of the
reservations expressly accepts them, or having failed to reject them formally,
should perform action implying its acceptance ".

(63) A.D. McNair, The Law of Treaties, p.105 believes that "after the lapse of a

reasonable time their assent (i.e. the assent of the Parties which neither
assent nor dissent expressly) would be inferred."

(64) 0. Schachter, The Development of International Law through the legal opinions
of the United Nations Secretariat, British Yearbook 1948, p.127
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2.7.6.4 The preliminary examination of the question whether consent could be
implied in certain cases found the International Law Commission, however, almost
equally divided, (65)

2.7.6.5 It is believed that what happened when the Statute of the Permanent
Court of International Justice was amended may be adduced in support of the more
lenient view, although that was a case not of reservations but of amendments to
be assented to.

2.7.6.6 A Conference of signatories of the Statute of the Permanent Court of
International Justice met at Geneva in 1929 and drew up amendments to that Statute
which were approved by the Council and the Assembly of the League of Nations. A

Protocol was then opened for signature on 14 September 1929. (66)

2.7.6.7 This Protocol was to enter into force on 1 September 1930 provided
that the Council of the League of Nations had satisfied itself that those Members
of the League of Nations and States mentioned in the Annex to the Covenant
which had ratified the Protocol embodying the Statute in its original version and
whose ratification of the new Protocol had not been received by that date, had "no
objection to the coming into force of the amendments"

2.7.6.8 Years passed, however, and in 1935 three necessary ratifications were
still missing. The Assembly of the League of Nations then requested the Council
to take the necessary measures to put the Protocol into force on 1 February 1936
"if the last instruments of ratification have not been deposited before that date
and on condition that the States which have not already ratified have not in the
meanwhile made objection to the contemplated procedure ". Two of the three States
expressly stated that they had no objections to the coming into force of the new
Protocol. The third merely said that the Protocol had been transmitted to the
legislative power for approbation and that it was "expected that by the end of the
year the necessary formalities for ratification and promulgation would have been
accomplished ", a hope which eventually was not fulfilled. As this State did
"not formulate any objection "; the Council decided that the Protocol should enter
into force on 1 February 1936.

2.7.6.9 The Report of the Court (67) stated that, accordingly the new text of
the Statute had governed the activities of the Court from that date.

(65) Doc. A /CN.4 /SR 53, p. 11

(66) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.I, p.582

(67) Twelfth Annual Report of the PCIJ, po 61
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2.8 Effect of reservations; their interpretation and withdrawal

2.8.1 .(a) Effect of reservations in general

2.8.1.1 According to the practice under the International Sanitary Conventions
(see above, paras. 2.5.3; 2.5.4.1) reciprocity was provided iv all cases. This

was too sweeping a statement, The fact, for example, that certain contracting
States were excused from instituting compulsory declaration of cases of epidemic
diseases did not lessen in any way the duties of the others. (68) Nevertheless,

reciprocity is certainly the rule which applies in the absence of an express
statement to the contrary, for example, to reservations on the 1933 Convention
(see above, para. 2.5.5.0 ss).

2.8.1.2 In the preliminary discussion by the International Law Commission
(69) it was agreed that "any State party to a treaty may invoke against another
State a reservation made by "the latter". As said above, it is believed that
this statement should be qualified,.

2.8.1.3 Two precedents would seem to deserve particular attention. On

ratifying the Protocol of Geneva of 17 June 1925 dealing with chemical and
bacteriological warfare (70) the Netherlands reserved. the right to use méañs of
chemical warfare against States which themselves resorted to them, but not to
means of bacteriological warfare; as did other States ..(71) This is an instance
of a State renouncing the benefit of reciprocity for reasons of humanity.

2.8,2 (b) Where equal treatment is provided for

2,8.2.1 The other precedent is that of Article 8 of the Statute anñexed to
the General Convention on the international regime of maritime ports of 1923. (72)

The core of this Statute is the rule that there shall be equal treatment of all
flags. Some of the States participating in the Conference wanted it stated that
they were entitled to discriminate against the flag of any contracting State which,
in their opinions failed in its duty to apply the Statute. Other participants

(68) It was pointed out in an excellent Zurich dissertation (A.D, v. Crayen,
Die Vorbehalte im V81kerrecht, p037) that certain reservations show, by
their very content, that reciprocity is excluded

(69) Doc. A /CN, 4 /SR 53, P. 6 --7

(70) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. III, p.1670

(71) Official Journal of the League of Nations, 1944, Special Supplement, No. 193,

p.59. Cf. François, Handbook van Let Volkerrecht, 2nd Ed, Vold, p.695

(72) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. II, p.1165
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objected to the.inclusion in the Statute of such a provision for self-help and
direet.action. A cemprómise'solution was agreed. Article 8 permitted suspension
of the benefit of equality of treatment after notice given and subject to the
right of applying to the International Court of Justice but provided that every
contracting State should have the right at the time of signing or.ratifying the
'Convention to declare that it renounced the right of taking such action against
any other party which might make a similar declaration. In fact, no State
availed itself of this possibility. Where equality is of the essence of the
treaty, deliberate discrimination is tantamount to repudiation or rejection of it.

2.8.2.2 Where this is the case there would seem to be ne room for reservations.
For, as the Secretary- General of the United Nations said (see above, para. 2.7,4.4)
"A State willing to become a party must be assumed to wish to enforce at least the
core Of the agreement ". .

2.8.2.3 In all cases where equal treatment is provided this equality is,
destroyed by reservations for what continues to apply between A and B will cease

to apply between A and R and. between B and R.

2.8.3 . (c) Exceptions.to,reciprocity

2.8.3.1' Equal justice is not always scrved by providing equal treatment.
Where facts are sufficiently different, it would be inequitable not to provide for
differences in the law to be applied to them." This -idéa expressed in paragraph 3
of Article 19 of the Constitution of the.International Labour Organization makes
it a duty for the Conference in framing any Convention of general application to
"have. due regard,. to those countries in which climatic conditions, the imperfect
development of industrial organization, or other special circumstances make the
industrial conditions substantially different". Where this had been omitted when
the treaty was drafted and, as a result, reservations are presented and accepted,
the absence of reciprocity should be stipulated and, should this have been neglected,
may be inferréd from the facts of the case.

2.8.3.2 Apart from this, as Mr. Jenks pointed out (73), many instruments do
not provide for a reciprocal exchange of direct benefits between parties. Their

'purpose may be to bring into effect uniform rules for the common benefit where
reciprocity may be out of place. Those very treaties which, by their legislative
nature, appear As least adapted to suffer reservations will often be those which
are most exposed to them, for it will frequently happen with. those treaties that
the curb.of ieciprócity cannot be applied on the reservations pressed for.

2.8.3.3
'

It is obvious, for example, that reservations made ,to;a Convention
setting up a uniform system of statistical information, such as those listed in
the Protocol to the Convention concerning Economic Statistics, 1928 (74), or
constitutional reservations (see above, para. 2.3.201 ss) are exclusive, by their
nature, of reciprocity.

(73) C.W. Jenks, Les instruments internationaux à caractére collectif,'Recueil
des Cours de l'Académie de Droit International de la Haye, 1939, vol.3, p.476

(74) Hudson, International Legislation) VolIV, p.2591
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2.8.4 (d) Reciprocity and positive reservations

Where the reservation consists in offering an alternative solution and
this is accepted, what was said above in paras. 2.8.3.1 in fine and 2.8.3.2 may
or may not apply according to the circumstances of the case.

2.8.4.2 It has been said (75) that there is no reciprocity in those exceptional ,

cases (see above, para. 209102) where a reserving State declares itself ready to
undertake more than the treaty provides. This remark seems apposite. If

reciprocity were agreed upon; in such a case, we would have crossed the border,
it would seem, between reservation and amendment.

2.8,5 (e) Interpretation of reservations

2.8.5.1 Reservations are exceptions to the' treaty. If there is any real
ambiguity in them, it. would be in consonance with approved practice in inter-
pretation to prefer the narrower to the broader meaning.

2.8.6 (f) Withdrawal

2.8,6.1 For the same reason, although logic might require that withdrawal
of reservations should be assented to by all other Parties to the treaty and
performed in the same manner as the presentation of them, a reservation mar be
unilaterally withdrawn unless the contrary has been expressly stated. (76)

2.9 Reservations in treaty making practice.

2.9.1 (a) Methods for controlling reservations

2,9.1,0 In order to control the flow of reservations, various remedies have
been resorted to. Apart from the systematic exclusion of all reservations there
should be mentioned in this connexion the acceptance in advance of certain
specified reservations, the convening of the parties to consider reservations and
the reference of reservations to an impartial body with a view to their approval
or rejection.

2.9.1,1 The systematic exclusion of all reservations is a feature of certain
groups of treaties: Labour Conventions and, with very rare exceptions, transport
and communications Conventions. Under such practice an effort must be made,
in framing the treaty, to take special positions into account. The Statute
annexed to the General Convention on the regime of navigable waterways of
international concern 1921 (77) offers two good examples of this. Article 23 was
intended to take into account the very special position which existed in India,
where the application of the general rule would have led to the river. Ganges

falling under the de:.anioza o£ waterways of international concern merely on account

(75) Podestà Costa, Les réserves dans les traités internationaux, No.35,.p.45

(76) J. Basdevant,'La Conclusion 'et La Rédaction des Traités etc. p.597

(77) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. 1, p.659
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of the French Settlements. (78) This could have been done by excluding the
river by name. It was, however, preferred to clothe the exception.in abstract
terms. As some States were not - represented, there was always a danger that

in some part of the globe, a similar position might be found of which the Conference
was unaware and which might prove later on an Obstacle to accession by some State.

209oi.2 'Another interesting instance of this method appears in Article 24 of
the same Statute intended to exclude th,3 river Amur from its scope. (79)

2.9,1.3 A less drastic method for curbing the abuse of uncontrolled reserva-
tions than complete exclusion is the acceptance in advance of certain categories
of reservations to the exclusion of all others; An example of this method occurs
in the Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of 1928. (80)

`2,9.1.4 The Convention providing a uniform law for Bills of Exchange and
Promissory Notes of 1930 is an outstanding example of the same method. (81) Its

Article 1 provides that "This"undertaking (to introduce the uniform law annexed
to the Convention) shall, if. necessary, be subject to such reservations as each
High Contracting Party shall notify at the time of its ratification or accession.
These reservations shall be chosen fromamong those mentioned in Link IÍ of the
present Convention ",

(78) Article 23 - "A navigable waterway shall not be considered as of international
concern on the sole ground that it traverses or delimits zones or enclaves,
the extent and population of which are small as compared with those of the

- territories which it traverses, and whiéh"forin detached portions or
establishments belonging to a "State other than that to,.which the said'river
belongs, with this exception, throughout its navigable course."

(79) Article 24 -"This Statute shall not be applicable to a navigable waterway of
international concern which has only two riparian States, and which separates,
for a considerable distance a contracting' State from a non -contracting State
whose government is not recognized bythe former at the'time of the signing
of this Statute, until an agreement has been concluded between'them
establishing. for the waterway in question, an administrative and customs
regime which affords suitable safeguards to the' Contracting State'."

(80) Hudson, International Legislation, Vo1,TV, p,2463, Article 25(3): ",..,
accession may contain an indication that the adhering country intends to
substitute, provisionally at least, for Article 8 cer' am ng + "ransiati or_s

the provisions of Article 5 of the Convention of the Union of 1886, revised
at Paris in 1896, it being understood that these provisions relate only to
translations into the language or languages of the country."

(81) Hudson, International Legislation; Vol,, V, p.519
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2,9.1.5 The Convention on the Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions arm
Restrictions of 1927 (82) also provided for certain categories of authorized
reservations. Those which had been agreed on the date when the Convention was
opened for signature were set forth in an Annex. According to Article 6(4),
"exceptions which the High Contracting Parties may desire to claim subsequently"
were to be dealt with in accordance with the procedure laid down in a Protocol.
This procedure consisted essentially in reconvening the signatories for determining
which reservations "may, with their consent, be made at the time of ratification ":

2.9.1.6 This, however, was a more cumbersome procedure than that referred to
above (para. 2.4.1.5), which had been adopted for the less formidable field of
customs formalities. As may be recalled, there again, reservations were limited
to certain categories. Those coming within these categories were to be subject
to acceptance, not by the individual Parties to the Convention, but, on behalf of
them, by the Council of the League of Nations, advised by the competent technical
body. A Protocol (83) listing those reservations, which had been accepted at the
time when the Convention was opened for signature, together with some authentic
interpretations, further provided (Article 6, para. 4): "Any exceptions which
may subsequently be formulated by other Governments, at the time of their
ratification or accession, with reference to Article 10" (samples to be free of
duty), "Article 11" (reduction of certificates of origin), "or any particular
provisions of those Articles, shall be accepted, for the period referred to in the
first paragraph above" (five years), "and subject to the condition laid down in

the third paragraph" (reciprocity) "if the Council of the League of Nations so
decides after consulting the technical body mentioned in Article 22 of the
Convention" (the Economic Committee of the League of Nations or its successor).

2.9.2 (b) Controversies and arguments

2.9.2.0 Scheidtmann (84) classifies treaties into anti -reservist and pro -

reservist in tendency. There does not seem to be much substance to this. It

(82) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. III, p.2160 ss.
Article 6 (1) "The High Contracting Parties have deemed it equitable to
authorize .... a reservation in regard to certain temporary exceptions,-
which the latter (the reserving States) undertake to withdraw as soon as
the circumstances from which they arise cease to exist, (2) Moreover,
the High Contracting Parties recognizing that .., certain ,.. prohibitions
or restrictions do not prejudicially affect the trade of other countries,
have also deemed it equitable to authorize ... a reservation in regard to
these exceptions."

(83) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol. II, p.1120

(84) Dr. U. Scheidtmann, Der Vorbehalt beim Abschluss volkerrechtlicher Vertrgge,
1934, p.39 ss
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could hardly be denied that reservations made at random and accepted 17en bloc'
are not a good thing and that, in any case, reservations should be carefully
screened, If one agrees with this view, then the choice between either so
drafting the treaty as to avoid all reservations, or devising methods and
procedures for effective control, such as those which have just been surveyed,
is not one that should be governed by sympathy or antipathy, but by the inherent
requirements of the subject matter dealt with, It may be advisable completely
to exclude all reservations from one part, of a treaty while allowing specified
reservations, with or without reciprocity, for another part of the same treaty.

2.9.2.1 The statement in Article 7 of the Habana Convention on Treaties of
1928 that "the refusal to ratify a treaty or the formulation of a reservation
are acts inherent in national sovereignty and as such constitute the exercise
of a right which violates no international stipulation or good forma (see also

above para. 2.4.4.6) cannot be unconditionally accepted. Treaties may be
concluded where acceptance is not subject to ratification, Sailarly treaties
where reservations are expressly or implicitly excluded and this may be agreed
in advance for all treaties ofa certain kind, All this is not the denial of
sovereignty but the very exercise of it, in a wise and progressive spirite

2.9.2.2 ' It has been said that reservations were the counterpart device which
permitted the minority nevertheless to continue as parties (see above para.
2,44446) and that the traditional requirement of unanimous acceptance for the
validity of a reservation was nothing else but a veto right, As was pointed out
above (para. 2.7.3.1 ss) acceptance is always required. Reservations which vary
the effect of a treaty require of necessity the same assent as the treaty itself,
although the right to give such assent may be delegated to some impartial body
(para. 2.9.1.6). Under the practice of the Pan American Union the original
treaty is merely duplicated, triplicated, etc. by other treaties but differing
from the original one as regards the parties concerned, yet similar in tenor but
for the reservation. Thus, in the example given by Uruguay (see above, para,
2.4.4.4), the treaty among 18 States including Cuba but excluding Uruguay is
duplicated by another treaty among 18 States including Uruguay but without Cuba,
the difference between the two treaties being the Uruguayan reservation.

2.9.2.3 Max Huber (85) found as early as 1911 that reservations were,
generally speaking, open to various serious objections. They cut across the
unity of views which is the very purpose of a collective, treaty and often upset
the internal balance of the treaty. As Professor Wehberg (86) pointed out, if
40 States had agreed on a rule, say, of private international law, it was
difficult to see how the surplus could well objectin it; if, after arduous
negotiations agreement had been reached by give And take, why should one of the"
parties be entitled to say: I will only sign part of the treaty or I.want to leave
out one article?

(85) Max Huber,.Gemeinschaft und Sonderrecht unter Staaten, Textschrift f?ir 0,
Gierke, Weimar, 1911, p. 817 ss

(86) Hans Wehberg, Wórterbuch des Bólkerrechts u. Diplomatic (H. Strupp) 1925,
Vo StaatsvertrHge 7, Vorbehalte, p.673
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2.902,4 On these matters of policy, the writer would like to quote Mr. 'Jenks
(87) with whom he finds himself in substantial agreement: ",., those who;

with'a view to contributing to the efficiency of the international legislative
process, would facilitate acceptance of reservations which appear reasonable and
desirable,; should also be concerned with preventing too easy an acceptance of
abusive reservations. One might even go further and completely exclude
reservations. The experience of the International Labour Organization has
proved that this is less' impracticable than is generally supposed, On 1 November
1939 865 ratifications of the several international Labour conventions had been
registered. Not one of 'them is subject to a genuine reservation o  . The

experience of the ILO shows that the complete exclusion of reservations does not
result in sterilizing the work of an international conference by ^réa =ion of the
difficulty of obtaining the ratification of the instruments drawn up by it. On

the contrary, this exclusion may render the work of the Conference more efficacious
than it would have been if ratification had been permitted on easier terms."

"Nevertheless, it should be granted that, in certain instances, complete
exclusion of reservations does not commend itself. Where this is so, a
procedure should be adopted which, while facilitating the acceptance of reasonable
reservations, acts efficiently as a bar against acceptance of reservations which
would deprive the instrument of its value. It is unlikely that this will be
achieved otherwise than by entrusting an appropriate international agency with
the scrutiny -of the reservations. 'Ther'e is no likelihood that this will be
achieved by the procedure provided for in recent League of Nations' treaties,
the essence of which is that a reservation shall be deemed to be 'accepted if no
objection has been raised:by any of the Parties within six months -from the

.notification of it A single Party may thus oppose its veto tó a reservation
for reasons altogether extraneous to those considerations which might legitimately
be taken into account. On the other hand, a reservation which completely
destroys the value of the instrument, at least as far as the undertakings of the
reserving Party are concerned, will almost automatically be accepted unless one
of the Parties, acting singly and on its exclusive responsibility; should be
disposed to ingur all the disadvantages which may result from opposing a reserva-
tion desired by another Party. We know from experience that a Party will seldom
assume such responsibility unless its own interests are direct involved. The

common interest of Parties as a whole and the effect of the reservation offered
on the fulfilment of the general purpose of the instrument will not be considered
very attentively. A much more satisfactory procedure than that provided for by
recent League of Nations! treaties would be that which was foreseen in the
Protocol to the Convention on simplification of Customs Formalities .aoy Here is
the seed of an appropriate international technique, in comparison with which recent
developments are a stet backward. By granting the power to decide what reserva-
tions should be admitted to an appropriate international technical body, it should
become possible to make the necessary screening. Those entrusted with drawing up
multilateral "instruments, to which it is intended that reservations should be
permitted, will render the highest service by including in the instrument
provisions for a procedure on such lines." (88)

(87T C.W. Jenks, Les Instruments Internationaux á Caractère Collectif, Recueil des
Cours de l'Académie de Droit International de la Haye, 1939, Vol03, p.472 ss

(88) Cf H.W. Malkin, Reservations to Multilateral Convention p,161 who; speaking

in 1926 of the Convention on Simplification of Customs Formalities, already
said 'It is perhaps on some such lines that a solution of the diffwculty
may be found ".
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3. III RESERVATIONS TO WHO CONVENTIONS OR AGREEMENTS
(ARTICLES 19 AND 20 OF THr. WHO CONSTITUTION)"

3.1 Origin of Articles 19 and 20

3.1.1 As no guidance on problems concerning reservations is to be derived.
from the terms of Articles 19 and 20, one should turn to the "travaux prépara-
toires ".

3.1.2 The draft of the Technical Preparatory Committee (89) merely mentioned
among the functions of the World Health Conference that of recommending new
conventions or amendments of existing Conventions which would become operative
as to each member State when accepted by it in accordance with its constitutional
procedures.

3.1.3 If this text had remained unaltered, one would have been confronted
with a position similar to that which preva_led in the League of Nations, as
regards the treaty making functions of the General Assembly, and still prevails,
in that respect, under the United Nations Charter. The World Health Assembly
would have prepared a draft which the delegates might have signed, as was
suggested in the debate in the Economic and Social Council (90). In the words
of Mr. Clive Parry, (91), speaking of the treaty making activities of the General
Assembly of the United Nations in oases such as that of the Genocide Convention,
this would have amounted to no more than the recommendation of .a draft for
acceptance by States..

3.1.4 That seema.to be the position also under the FAO Constitution-(92).

3.1:5 If such had been the case, what.was said in Part II would apply.un --
altered to WHO conventions and agreements.

3.1.6 The Paris text, however, underwent profound changes in the New York
Conference. At the fourth meeting of the 2nd Committee of that Conference,- (93)
the representative of Belgium advocated according to the record a solution "on
the lines of the International Labour Office (94) which has been working success-

fully for twenty -five years ". This solution was worked out in amendments

(89) Official Records WHO No.1, p,71, VI 3 (c).

(90) Official Records WHO No.2, x.120, Appendix VI 3(e) and VII (p).

(91) Clive Parry, The treaty making power of the United Nations, British

Yearbook 1949, p.113.

(92) Article IV 3. "The Conference may, by a two-thirds majority of the votes
cast, submit Conventions concerning questions relating to food and agri-
culture to Member nations for consideration with a view to their acceptance

by the appropriate constitutional procedure. " -"

(93) Doc. E /H /AF /W.29, p.4.

(94) Meaning, of course, on the lines of the Constitutions of the International

labour Organization.
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proposed by Belgium (95). A comparison of these amendments with Articles 19(2)
and 5(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), 20, 22 and 23(1) of the ILO Constitution reveals
that apart from the change in terminology (Assembly for Conference, Executive
Board for Governing Board, etc.), there is complete identity, except as regards
a very few points where the differences are believed to be unintentional or
insignificant (96). At the 7th meeting of the 2nd Committee (97), the Belgian
representative, M. Lebeau, "pointed out to the members of the Committee that
they were concerned with an extremely important matter which would change the
machinery for dealing with instruments of international law which might become
part of the body of law of each State Member ".

3.1.7 Those points which were believed to be the most salient in the Belgian
proposal were then considered one by one, under five headings listed by the
Chairman, the first of which was: "alteration of the text of sub -paragraph (e)"
(see footnote 89). On this point the Summary Record states that "The Chairman
reminded the Committee that they had before them a proposal to replace the
word "recommend" in paragraph (e) by the word "adopt ". The proposal was carried
by a vote of 18 to 4, "but it was understood that the Drafting Committee would be
entirely free to retain the word 'recommend' in addition to the word 'adopt'
if it saw fit ". The second point on the Chairman's list was "determination of
the majority ". The Summary Record states that "the Belgian proposal to the effect
that the decisions should be taken by at least a two -thirds majority of the
members was adopted by 25 votes to 2 ". The third point was "procedure for rati-
fication according to the Constitution of each country ". The principle of a time -

limit was adopted by 21 votes to 1. The duration of the time -limit was referred
to the Legal Committee. The fourth point was "explanations to be given in the
event of non -ratification ". The Summary Record states that "the Committee adopted
the principle that every Government should be obliged to state its reasons for
failing to ratify a Convention adopted by the Assembly" it being noted that "this
corresponded to the provision contained in ... the Belgian amendment ".

Finally, as regards the fifth point on the Chairman's list, "the
annual report to be submitted to the World Organization ", it was pointed out
by the Belgian representative that "the Belgian amendment implied that such
reports, drawn up in the form prescribed by the Executive Board and having to
contain such particulars as the Board may request, represented an international
obligation" and that it was better to deal with them in a specific provision
rather than by reference to what became Chapter XIV (Reports submitted by States),
as "all controversy would be avoided" thereby. This proposal was adopted by 21
votes to 1.

3.1.8 The report of the Drafting Committee of Committee II (98) does not
comment on the text proposed beyond the statement that the Drafting Committee

(95) Doc. E /H /F /W.6.

(96) In 19(5 (b), omission of the words "owing to exceptional circumstances "; in

19(5)(d , substitution of "After the Member obtains" for "If the member
obtains".

(97) Doc. E /H /AF. W.40, p.2 ss.

(98) Doc. E /H /AF /W.32
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"was careful not to make any substantive . changes in the basic text other than
those adopted by the full Committee "..:

The relevant part (99) of;t.he text proposed, while embodying the
specific decisions of Committee II, and determining the time limit, retained
the Paris text as far as that previous text was compatible with those decisions.
When the report of the Drafting Committee came up for discussion in Committee II

. (100) the, relevant parttof the texteproposed.was adopted without discussion. At

the ninth plenary meeting (101).the report of Committee II (102) was again adopted
without discussion on the relevant part of the text proposed.

3.1.9 The New York Conference was organized on vertical lines. The Legal
Committee (Committee III) dealt with those parts of the Constitution which were
believed to present more legal problems, but there is no evidence that they
dealt with the legal aspects of the Constitution as a whole. It is significant
that Committee II,'for example, set up its own drafting Committee.

(99) VI 3(g) "have the authority to adopt new international agreements
or amendments of éxisting.agreements with respect to any appropriate
matter within the scope of the; Organization. Agreements and
amendments shall be adopted by two- thirds of the members present
and voting, and shall become operative.as to each member when accepted..
by it in accordance with its..constitutiónal procedures.. Each of
the members undertakes that it will, within 18 months at most after
their adoption by the Assembly, make its ;decision on such agreements'
and amendments. E'acü member shall notify the Director -General of
its decision, and, if it does not ratify a Convention within the
time limit, it will furnish.an explanatory statement of the reasons -
for non- ratification. In case of ratification, each Member agrees
to make an annual report to the Director -General in accordance with
the requirements concerning "Reports submitted by States ".

(:00) Doc. E/H/AF/W.35, p4

(101) Doc. E/H/14-.

(102) .Official Records of WHO No.2, p.51.
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It would have been preferable from the point of view of legal technique
if Committee II had taken over the provisions of the Labour Constitution verbatim
(103) departing from them only if and when differences in substance were intended.
As matters stand, one may conclude with Mr. Sharp (104) that "a procedure closely
resembling ILO practice was embodied in the WHO Charter ", but it might be hazardous
to go further.

3.2 Constitutional practice

3.2.1 No practice has yet evolved under the Constitution of WHO. The

General Convention on Privileges and Immunities is not a precedent for this
was not a treaty "with respect to any matter within the competence of the
Organization" being within the competence of the United Nations with whom it
originated.

3.2.2 As was said above, the practice of the International Labour Organiza-
tion is that all reservations are excluded. The link between this exclusion
and the characteristics of treaty making under the Labour Constitution should
now be considered.

3:3 Why reservations are excluded in ILO practice

3.3.1 When Poland and India, in 1920 and 1921 respectively, wished to make
reservations to the Washington 1919 Labour Convention, the Labour Office pointed
out i.a. that, no exchange of ratifications being provided, the other contract-
ing parties were not in a position to accept or reject any reservation; more-
over that reservations would express the intent of governments only, while the
Conventions were the result of an agreement among delegates of governments, em-
ployers and workpeople (105).

3.3.2 When the general question of reservations was under examination by
the Council of the League of Nations on the occasion tif the Austrian reservation
to the Opium Convention, (106), the Director of the International Labour Office
submitted to the Council a Memorandum (107) stating the reasons why no reserva-
tions to Labour Conventions should be accepted.

(103) The same may be said of the UNESCO Constitution, Article IV, B.4: "The

General Conference shall, in adopting proposals for submission to the
Member States, distinguish between recommendations and international con-
ventions submitted for their approval. In the former case a majority vote

shall saffïce; in the latter case a two thirds majority shall be required.
Each of the Member States shall submit recommendations or conventions to its
competent authorities within a period of one year from the close of the
session of the General Conference at which they were adopted."

(104) W. R. Sharp. The new World Health Organization, American Journal of
International Law, 1947, pp.509, 524.

(105) Podestà Costa, Les Réserves dans les Traités internationaux, p.11.

(106) See above, para. 2.4.1.1 ss.

(107) Official Journal, 1927, p.882 ss.
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He said that Labour Conventions differed from ordinary general Con -
ventions in three respects - their preparation, conclusion and application.
Labour Conventions were prepared by a body, the General Conference, where half
the mercers were non -government delegates, and which adopted "draft Conventions"
100) at a two- thirds majority "no distinction being drawn between the votes of

government and non- government delegates ".

Labour Conventions were not signed by plenipotentiaries, being sub-.

mitted by the Governments directly to their respective legislatures. When a
State accepted a (draft) Convention its Governments informed the Secretary
General of the League of Nations that it had ratified the Convention, and as
soon as a certain number of ratifications (usually two) had been obtained, the
Convention entered into force.

Lastly ratification involved not merely the acceptance of the obliga-
tions explicitly stipulated in the Convention, but also, within the field of
each Convention, of all the general rules laid down in the Labour Constitution,
in particular as regards enforcement and disputes.

3.3.3 The memorandum further stressed the "very peculiar legal character" of
Labour Conventions. "While free to adhere or refrain from adherLLng the con-
tracting parties could not "impair the force of these general insiiuments by
means of special conventions or declarations ". "Reservations would still be
inadmissible, even if all the States interested accepted them; for the rights
which the treaties (109) have conferred on non -governmental interests, would be
overruled if the consent of the Governments alone could suffice to modify the
substance and detract from the effect of the Conventions".

The memorandum went on to say that reservations would be admissible,
however, "in theory" if accepted by the General Conference but in theory only,
for either the acceptance of the reservation would be equivalent to an inter-
pretation of the Convention, which is "reserved for the Permanent Court of
International Justice" (see above, para. 2.2.2) or it would substantially modify
the Convention, but then it would constitute a revision the effect of which
would be to create a new Convention, all previous ratifications being annulled.

The memorandum then quoted what is now para. 3 of Article 19 of the
Labour Constitution and, finally, pointed out the great importance of "exact
reciprocity" in Labour matters as a safeguard against "the detrimental influence
of international competition ".

(l08r The Constitution as amended at the 29th session of the General Conference
1946, no longer speaks of "draft Conventions" but of "Conventions ". It

is not believed that this change was fundamental, but it makes the
difference between Labour Conventions and ordinary treaties more apparent.

(109) Meaning the Constitution which, at that time, was still part XIII of
the Peace Treaties.
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3.3.4 The Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of Inter-
national Law (110) while praising the memorandumtand not dissenting from its
conclusions, insisted on .the 'word, draft" .,, believed that "ratification" was not

the appropriate term and. generallyfelt doubtfa.l "regarding certain points of
detail". The_ matter was not dealt with in the :Council Ls- report .,

3.3.5 Speaking of the ratification of Labour, Conventions, Professor now
Chief Justice, Basdevant (111) said: "Ratification is altered both in substance
and form. As to substance, it is no longer the confirmation of a signature; it

may fake place without any previous. assent. As to form, it is no longer the
ratification granted by the head of the State; the Minister for Foreign Affairs
issues a statement that the competent authority has accepted the draft Conven-
tion (112) submitted to it and the State is bound in this manner ".

3.3.6 Conservative opinion tends to minimize the differences between Labour
Conventions and ordinary treaties. The same writer who classified treaties
according to their friendly or. unfriendly approach to the problem of reservations,

Scheidtmann (113) said: "the Labour Conference was set up merely as a technical
instrument (sachdienliches Hilfsmittel) for facilitating agreement among States.
... but these are not limited thereby in their freedom to dispose over the text
decided upon by the Conference'. For it is perfectly possible that the States
should conclude,a treaty on Labour questions without any participation of the
Labour Conference." .

3.3.7 Mr. Teltsik (114) points out that the draft Convention (115) must be
submitted to the competent national authorities without "any alteration, sup-
pression or reservation ", although ratification to take effect after a given
period of time or subject to the ratification by certain other States are pro-
visionally accepted (116). The same writer points out that the freedom of the
Member States is also limited in another direction, namely their right of ini-
tiative, "as it is to the International Labour Conference that this initiative
belongs as to its draft Conventions". .

(110) Report to the, Council, Official. Journal 1927, p.881

(ill) J. Basdevant, Conclusion et Rédaction des Traités. Recueil des Cours
de l Académie de Droit International de Haye, Vol. XV, Tom. 5, 1926

p.597.

(112) See footnote 108

(113) Scheidtmann, Der Vorbehalt beim Abschluss v8lkerrechtlicher Vertr ge,

p.53

(114) R. Teltsik, La Ratification des Conventions Internationales du Travail,
Revue Internationale du Travail, Vol. XVIII (1928) p.746 ss.

(115) See footnote 108

(116) Cf. above para. 2.2.3
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3.3.8 Prof. Brierly (117) says " ... it is to be noted that the League of
Nations Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International
Law declined to commit itself to the theoretical explanation offered, which is
indeed difficult of acceptance ... A more cautious but wholly sufficient ex-
planation would be that the parties to the Constitution of the ILO have, by
becoming parties, in effect renounced the right to make what bargains they
please within the sphere of operation of the Organization, and have agreed only
to make such equilateral bargains as its Constitution impliedly admits ".

3.3.9 That non -governmental delegates should participate in the Labour Confer-
ence, no distinction being drawn between their votes and those of governmental
delegates, is a fact which, however impressive as a political argument and what -
ever its ultimate importance in a legal analysis of the position, in itself is
legally inconclusive. The fundamental issue is whether the Labour Conference
is merely an optional device for facilitating treaty making in Labour matters,
as Scheidtmann asserts, or, as Teltsik believes, a legislative body with which
the initiative in these matters exclusively rests. It is believed that the
parties to the ILO Constitution are bound by that instrument to make treaties
on matters within the province of the ILO only through the treaty making pro-
cess provided for in that Constitution. It follows that in any case, a reser-
vation could not become valid unless it were accepted by the Labour Conference
at the majority required for adopting a Convention or Agreement. The Labour
Office, in its memorandum, went further, however, and contended that even if
adopted by the Conference, no reservation could be valid. Leaving aside inter-
pretative resolutions, the reason given was that the adoption of a reservation
by the Labour Conference would always be tantamount to substituting a new Con-
vention for that previously adopted. One of the underlying assumptions would
seem to be that any change in the terms of the treaty resulting from an accepted
reservation would necessarily have to be submitted to the competent national
authority of each of the parties.

It is true, not only in Labour matters but in other matters as well
that reservations, when sufficiently important, may not be accepted without
further consultation of the authorities the assent of which may be required
under national law before a treaty may be finally accepted. Theoretically,
Somme de Mirimonde (Les Traités Imparfaits 1920, p.126) is right in saying that
the prevailing practice is open to criticism and that, in such cases, the com-
petent national authorities (Parliament, Senate, etc.) should be consulted.
Practice, however, has not appreciably altered. It is still the case that many
treaties to which reservations have been currently accepted on ratification, are
among those for which in a great many countries, the assent of legislative
bodies is required. It would, therefore, appear that the obstacle mentioned
in the memorandum of the Labour Office is not insuperable in practice.

(117) J. L. Brierly, Report on the Law of Treaties, para. 89, p. 43
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In the light of thi_ty years of constitutional practice it may be
assumed, however, that in labour matters where, as -the Labour Office pointed
out, the competitive aspect is of paramount importance, the exclusion of all
reservations is a practical necessity and that the Conference could not, in
fact, have derogated from its practice not to entertain any reservations, without
endangering, the whole fabric of ratifications already granted or in process of
being prepared.

To sum up, while' no reservation could be valid unless adopted by the
General Conference at a two -thirds majority, it would seem that the exclusion
of all reservations. in Labour matters is a matter of.policy,.a practical, rather
than a strictly legal requirement.

3.4 Conclusions on Articles 19 and 20
O

3.4.1 While the Health Assembly has unquestionable authority for adopting
with respect to any matter within the competence of the Organization, conventions
or agreements by institutional arrangements similar to those of the Labour Con-
stitution, it is not yet certain, in the absence of a constitutional tradition,
that its authority is also an exclusive one.

Conventions play a vital part in the activities of ILO. A comparison
of Articles. 14+ and 19(1) of the Labour Constitution with Articles 18 and 19 of

the Health Constitution tends to show that, while there is no discrepancy in
the procedure, there is a difference in emphasis and there may be one in the
approach to the problem of treaty making. It is inconceivable today that Members
of the ILO would venture to by pass the Labour Conference and attempt to con-
clude a Labour convention, at least a general one, outside it. Owing to the
special composition of that Conference - a factor which thus indirectly comes
here into play - such attempts would undoubtedly cause an upheaval. The legal
requirement is buttressed by political necessity. This may not be the case under
the WHO Constitution, at least for the present.

3.x.2 So much is certain, however, that a Convention or Agreement, the sub -
ject matter of which would be, historically or on account of its main content,
within the competence of the Organization, could not be varied in its effect
by s, reservation and yet remain a WHO convention or agreement, unless such
reservation had been adopted by the World Health Assembly, either in advance or
subsequently, in the same manner as the convention or agreement itself. Member
States might perhaps consider that they are not pledged not to conclude a
Health convention br agreement outside the Organization, but they certainly
could not, by proposing and accepting reservations, alter in the slightest a
WHO convention or agreement as adopted by the Health Assembly, except by follow-
ing the traditional procedure for treaty making and concluding, outside, a
different and new Convention.
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3.4.3 Whether to adopt or reject a reservation is for the World Health
Assembly a matter of policy. Where equal treatment comes to the fore, the.pa.th
of. wisdom may well be to follow the ILO practice and exclude 'all reservations.

Elsewhere, it may consist in limiting and standardizing them. Where reservations
are permitted, the Assembly should bear in mind that it is necessary, in order
to avert the danger. of misunderstanding, controversy and acrimonious debate,
always to determine whether the effect of a reservation should be reciprocal or
not.

3.4.4 It is also for the World Health Assembly to decide when fixing the
terms of the treaty, whether reservations adopted by it should, .moreover, be
accepted by all Member States, as potential Parties and perhaps also by any
other contracting Parties (118). Adoption by the Assembly, however, may always
be considered as acceptance by the Organization, should this be a Party. It

goes without saying that acceptance by those Member States who might have de-
clared their intention not to accept a convention or agreement, would no longer
be required and there is nothing to prevent the convention or agreement itself
from providing more precise rules. It might be provided, for example, that
only the assent of those States which have accepted a convention, or agreement
within eighteen months after its adoption by the Health Assembly shall be re-
quired for the validity of a reservation.

3.4.5 It would also be wise for the Assembly expressly to provide that
States which have failed to put in an objection within a given period from the
notification of a reservation which has been offered are deemed to have accepted
such reservation.

3.4.6 Should a convention or agreement be made accessible to a non -Member
State, the acceptance or rejection of a reservation would be a matter of agree-
ment between the Organization and such State. In addition to the adoption by

the World Health Assembly, individual acceptance by Member States would probably
be provided for whenever this should be required for a similar reservation by a

Member State.

(118) The writer agrees. with Prof. J. L. Brierly's statement that: "the circum-
stances that the parties to a treaty or to the negotiations of a proposed
treaty are all Members of an international organization ... does not, by
itself, involve that a collective consent to a proposed reservation is
sufficient to render the latter effective."

Cf. also Yuen- li- Liang, Notes on Legal Questions concerning the United
Nations, American Journal of International Law 1950, pp.100, 124. Speaking
of the South African reservation to a Gatt Protocol, Mr. Liang tells us
that "... a communication was then sent to the Executive Secretary of the
Interim Commission of the ITO on 10.3.49 informing him that ... in prin-
ciple the contracting parties could not 'qua organ' do by a decision that
which required the individual consent of the Governments of the several
signatory States unless the instrument so provided ..." But, as that same
case proves, in the absence of any special requirement in the Convention
itself, a unanimous declaration of acceptance in the Assembly might be
considered as sufficient.
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4. IV RESERVATIONS TO WHO REGULATIONS (ARTICLES 21 and
22 OF THE WHO CONSTITUTION)

4.1 Consideration of the text

4'.1.1 When questions are unambiguously answered in the text of the relevant
treaty or treaties, interpretation should not go further afield (119). Article
22 must therefore be considered in order to ascertain what rules, if any, it
contains explicitly or by implication, on reservations to WHO regulations.

4.1.2 Article 22 mentions reservations, together with rejection, in connexion
with the coming into force of regulations adopted by the Assembly in conformity
with Article 21. Whenever a Member has given timely notice to the Director -
General "of rejection or reservations" the regulations concerned shall not
come into force for such Member; As far as rejection is concerned, clearly
that is the end of it, except that we are not told that rejection may be with-
drawn at any time in the manner in which it was made, but this may safely be
assumed. The date of the coming into force for such a Member is a detail which
the Constitution could best leave to be settled in the Regulations themselves or
between the Member concerned and the Director -General.

4.1.3 As regards reservations, however, nothing is settled and we areleft
with a series of questions to which there is no answer, at least, no explicit
answer. Are reservations assimilated to rejection in all respects? If the answer
should be in the negative, does Article 22 mean that all reservations are accepted
in advance by the Organization and by its Members? If this were intended,
when would the regulations concerned come into force for the reserving Member?
If all re erivations are not accepted in advance,, on what conditions and accord-
ing to what procedure would a reservation offered by a Member become valid?

4+.1.4+ To some extent, the implications of the text may help to reduce the
area of uncertainty. If it had been intended to exclude a priori all reserva-
tions, the text, it would seem, would have been drafted otherwise. One would
have expected either no mention at all of reservations or else a more explicit
statement, such as: "Reservations shall be tantamount to rejection ".

(119) The-International Court of Justice has consistently held this view. The

latest statement is in the Advisory Opinion of 3 March 1950 (Admission to
the United Nations) p.8: "The Court considers it necessary to say that
the first duty of.a tribunal which is called upon to interpret and apply
the provisions of a treaty, is to endeavour to give effect to them in
their natural and ordinary meaning in the context in which they occur.

If the relevant words in their natural and ordinary meaning make sense in
their context, that is an end of the matter. If on the other hand, the
words in their natural and ordinary meaning are ambiguous or lead to an
unreasonable result, then, and then only, must the Court, by resort to
other methods of interpretation, seek to ascertain what the parties

really did mean when they used these words."
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4.1.5 On the other hand, if all reservations were accepted in advance, in
virtue of the Constitution, why provide that regulations shall not come into
force for the reserving Member? Sóme condition or conditions to be fulfilled
for the reservation to become valid, some procedure .tó be followed towards

ascertaining that these conditions,have been fulfilled, seem to be implied.
The text, however, is silent as to what this condition, or conditions, and this
procedure, may be, although this much is learned from it, that reservations
offered otherwise than by notification to the Director- General, or belated
reservations, i.e. reservations so notified but after expiry of the period
allotted, are to be disregarded:

4.1.6 That seems to exhaust the implications of.the text. What may be
those conditions which are left undetermined? The minimum would be that the
Assembly should ascertain that the reservations offered do not amount to rejec-
tion in disguise, for it is clearly not the name given to its objection by the
objecting State which could be decisive in this respect (see above, para. 2.24 and
footnote 5); the maximum, that the reservation, unless provided for iii the
regulations themselves, should be both adopted by the Assembly at a two -thirds
majority and explicitly accepted by each of parties and potential parties. to
the regulations.

4.1.7 Having considered the text of the Constitution, one should now turn
to the origin of Articles 21 and 22. It would appear desirable, however, first
to make a rapid survey of the historical development which led up to these pro-
visions.

4.2 Some historical precedents

4.2.1 The practice of adopting international regulations seems to have
originated early in the second half of the 19th century in the River Commissions
for the Rhine and the Lower Danube respectively.

4.2.2 The 1912 Sanitary Convention referred to an appended regulation. This,

however, merely dealt with local problems and did not provide special facilities
for its amendment.

4.2.3 The first world -wide system of regulations'provided for, to the
knowledge of this writer, was that of the 1919 Aerial Convention and subsequent
Protocols (120). According to Article 34 of this Convention, the International
Commission for Air Navigation was empowered to amend all the technical Annexes
(in contradistinction to that on Customs formalities) and such amendments, when
approved at à qualified majority became effective for all contracting Parties
on notification to them, neither reservations, nor rejection being provided for.
This qualified majority was altered in two successive Protocols. In the latest
version, it was as follows: "by three- fourths of the total votes of the States
represented at the session and two- thirds,of the total possible votes which could

(120) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.I pp.359, 370 388
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be cast if all the States were represented ". The practice was to provide for a
time lag of four months between the transmission of the amendments adopted and
the 'formal notification which brought them into force. This progressive system
was in force for a quarter of a century and worked satisfactorily. -

4.2.4 The 1933 Sanitary Convention does not foresee any regulations under it,
but an effort is made to render the Convention itself more flexible. Article 61
of this Convention is the earliest illustration to this writer's knoyrledge', of
this new trend (121). According to this Article, amendments assented to by
two -thirds of the contracting Parties, either explicitly in writing or through
abstention from notifying an objection within one year, were to come into force
after six months, only among those, however, which had explicitly or tacitly agreed
to it.

4.2.5 The Chicago Conference receded to some extent, from the advanced posi-
tion maintained between 1919 and 1944 in the field of aviation.

Under Article 37 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (122)
ICAO "shall adopt (123) and amend from time to time, as may be necessary, inter-
national standards and recommended practices and procedures dealing with various
technical matters such as signalling, rules of the air, licensing of personnel,
airworthiness, customs and immigration procedures ", etc.

According to Article 38, "Any State which finds it impracticable to
comply in all respects with any such international standard or procedure, or to
bring its own regulations or practices into full accord with any international
standard or procedure after amendment of the latter, or which deems it necessary
to adopt regulations or practices differing in any particular respect from those
established by an international standard, shall give immediate notification to
the International Civil Aviation Organization'of the differences between its
own practice and that established by the international standard. In the case
of amendments to international standards, any State which does not make the
appropriate amendments to its own regulations or practices shall give notice to
the Council within sixty days of the adoption of the amendment to the international
standard, or indicate the action which it proposes to take. In any such case, the

Council shall make immediate notification to all other states of the difference
which exists between one or more features of an international standard and the
corresponding national practice of that State."

(121) The 1931 Convention on Road Signals.(Hudson, Vol.V, p.937) was an earlier
example of a Convention, a substantial part of which (the Annex containing
the.international system of road signalling) could.be amended by corres-
pondance but unanimous and explicit agreement remains the rule,

(122) Yearbook of the United Nations, 1946 -7, 15.733

(123) See Articles 54(1) and,90.. The adoption is at a two- thirds majority at a

meeting of the Council "called for that purpose ". 'The - international

standard "shall become effective within three months after its submission
to the contracting States" or at the end of such longer period of time as

the Council may prescribe, unless in the meantime a majority of the contract-

ing States register their disapproval with the Council. The Council is
composed of twenty -one contracting States elected by the Assembly (Article 50)
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Article 39 reads: "(a) Any aircraft or part thereof with respect to
which there exists an international standard of airworthiness or performance,
and which failed. in any respect to satisfy that standard at the time of its
certification, shall have endorsed on or attached, to its'airworthiness certificate

a complete enumeration of the details in respect of which it so failed. (b) Any
person holding a license who does not satisfy -in full the conditions laid'down
in the international standard relating. to the class of license or certificate
which he holds shall have endorsed on or attached to his license a complete
enumeration of the particulars in which he does not satisfy such conditions."

4.2.6 As far as "standards" are concerned, in contradistinction to "recom-
mended practices and procedures ", these provisions amount to acceptance in
advance by the Organization and its Members of any reservation that a State
may wish to make, apparently without reciprocity but with this proviso, however,
that aircraft and personnel which do not conform to the international standards
for airworthiness or performance and licensing, respectively, may not participate,
as of right, in international navigation.

This step backward is all the.more striking, as transport and communica-
tions is the field where international legislation has reached its greatest
development, branching out in numerous and extensive technical regulations, and

.

as reservations had hitherto been resorted to very seldom in this field.

4.2.7 Among the most recent general Conventions dealing with technical
subjects may be 'mentioned the Convention on Road Traffic, opened for signature
at Geneva in 1949 (124). In this treaty, the differences in the procedure for
amendment between the treaty itself and its Annexes have been so reduced as to
become almost insignificant. The result is that the repartition of rules
between the Convention itself and its Annexes, rather an arbitrary one in this
instance, has almost entirely lost its significance. This Convention certainly
went too far in providing for flexibility.

4.2.8 The. recent meeting at Klosters of the Preliminary Commission for the
revision of the Convention on International Transport of Persons by Rail was
the occasion for an important exchange of views on this matter.

4.2.9 As this writer sees it, the present position may be summarized as
follows: devices are in current use to -day which ensure sufficient flexibility

in treaty making to take fully into account the need for change particularly
as regards rules on technical matters. Apart from the main obstacle to further
progress, namely the reluctance of States to bind themselves in advance, there
need be no undue delay in amending treaties, wherever there is no need for submit-

. ting amendments to national authorities for approval before ratification. It is
useless to provide for easy and rapid alterations in treaties if the subject
matter is such that in the majority of States the new rule has to be submitted
to Parliament, Senate, etc. and there is no streamlined procedure to that effect.

(124) Not yet in force. The text of this Convention may be found in Doc.E /Conf.8/47

of 16 September 1949
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The;need.for ratification in itself is not an obstacle but the delays which may
occur, and..:the ;force of inertia which may. prove unsúrmountable. The practical
consequence would.seem to be that.-the,border line between conventions and regu-
lations should be drawn empirically .so.,.as to include in the regulations all
those rules which in the majority of the States concerned could be altered by
executive action..

4.3 Origin of Articles 21 and 22

4.3.1 The text which is now Article 22 originated in.a proposal -by Surgeon
General T. Parran. This :was Dr. Parran's.wording (125):

"V. Governing Body

The Governing Body should:

(iv) have the authority to adopt regulations prescribing:

(1) Standard quarantine requirements and other procedures designed
to prevent the international spread of disease;

(2) Nomenclature with respect to diseases., causes of mortality,
diagnostic procedures and public health terms, used in
official reports of Member States;

(3) Standards with respect to the safety, purity and potency
of drugs moving in international commerce under names in
general use;

(4) Standards with respect to labelling the content of other
drugs moving in international commerce;

(5) Standards with respect to the safety, purity and potency
of biological products moving in international commerce.

Such regulations should become effective as to all Member States of
the Organization after due notice has been given.of their adoption by the Govern-
ing Body, except for such Members as may notify the Director of rejection or
reservations within the period stated in the notice."

14.3.2 The Assembly was substituted for the Governing Body (126). Apart
from this what is now Article 21 was very little altered in substance (127)

(125) Official Records of WHO No.1, Annex 7, p.46.
(126 Official Records of WHO No.1, Annex 14, p.63
(127 Mainly, addition by the.Conference of "similar products" in what is now

(d) and (e); addition of "advertising" in what is now (e).
A further extension providing for regulations to prevent importation of
products not conforming to the standards adopted by the Assembly proposed
by Committee II was defeated in the plenary meeting of the Conference
(Official Records of WHO No. 2, p.60)
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and what is now Article 22 went unaltered, tut for one word - ''become effective"
was replaced later on by "come into force ", a more matter of d.M-.fting through
all the stages of the Paris Committee and the New York Conference, lt is, there-
fore, important'to enquire into the motivation of the proposal made by Dr. Parran,
which, at least, was not accompanied in the Official Records by an explanatory
statement

4.3.3 .W. R. Sharp (128) quoting the report of the. United States delegation,

says: This was done in pursuance of a suggestion made. in the,Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, that some way be found" (to permit the rapid application
of new scientific techniques (129)) "without requiring that Committee to con-
sider highly specialized technical matters', It is felt that the mechanism
incorporated in the Constitution can accomplish this result. In most cases it
will only be necessary to modify existing domestic regulations, within the scope
of the executive branch of the government, to meet the requirements of inter-
national health regulations.. When more is required the Government can reserve
its position pending necessary reference to Congress."

4.3.4' An article in the Department of State Bulletin (130' says: ".,. It
was generally agreed that a more effective method must be .found to promote the
rapid, universal application of modern sanitary .police measures. Accordingly
there was inserted in the Constitution .., provision for a mechanism designed
to remedy this chaotic state of affairs ".

4.3.5 At the New York Conference, the USSR attempted to revert to the
"contracting in" solution (131), Belgium initially was not satisfied (132) but
ultimately agreed, after its proposal concerning WHO conventions and agreements
had in substance been adopted; Mr.Vallat, for the United. Kingdom, explained
the difference between "contracting in" and "contracting out" and said that "the
latter procedure was much more expeditious and practical than the former" (133);
Australia would have preferred a two thirds majority (134); an Ukranian amend-
ment '',concerning the last sentence of sub-paragraph (g) (135) to the effect that
each Member State should 'expressly agreef.to the recommendations of the Organiza-
tion"was rejected bÿ' the' Committee by l7 votes to 4.

(12$) W. R. Sharp, The new World Health Organization, American Journal of
International Law 1947, pp.509, 526

(129) The words in parenthesis are Mr. Sharpis

(130) Morton A. Kramer, Marcia Mavlott and Jóhn W. Foley, International Health
Security in the Modern World, Department of State Bulletin, 16 November 1947

(131) Doc. E /H /AF /W,17

(132) Doc. E /H /AF /W,29 ()Fth meeting of Cbmmittee IT); E /H /AF /d634 (17th meeting

of Committee II)

(133) Doc. E /H /AF /W.30 (5th meeting of Committee II)

(134) Doc. E /H /AF /W.10 (7th meeting of Committee II)

(135) This should read (h)
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The report of Committee II (136) contained no explanations. This
report was discussed in the 9th meeting where the following USSR amendment was
proposed "Such regulations shall become effective as to all Members of the
Organization after due notice has'been given of their adoption by the Assembly
and after the approval of two- thirds of the Member 'States has been received."
San Salvador felt that the simple majority of the Members present and voting
was not enough as "a minority of the Assembly could decide the question ". The
debate was postponed (137). When it was resumed at the next meeting (138) the
text corresponding to what is now Article 22 was unanimously carried.

It need hardly be pointed out that the USSR amendment, while reverting
to thé "contracting in" solution, would have had for -consequence that regulations
adopted by the Assembly, when approved by two thirds of the Member States, would
have become compulsory also for the States which disapproved or abstained from
approving.

4.3.6 Nothing explicit has been found in the "travaux préparatoires" which might
throw any light on the problem of reservations under Article 22. It is implied,
however, in United States comments on Dr. Parrants proposal as well as in. Mr.
Vallat's explanations and, throughout the debates it seems to have been recognized
on all sides that the difference between WHO treaties and WHO regulations was
one in procedure rather than in substance. Whenever most of the Member States
would be in a position to let amendments come into force without reference to
Parliament or Congress it was considered that it was much more expeditious and
practical to provide for contracting out instead of contracting in.

4.4 Constitutional practice

4.4.1 An instrument called Convention concerning the Lists of Causes of
Death was signed at Paris on 7 October 1938. It consisted in substance in a
recommendation for the adoption by the contracting States of lists of causes of
death (139). It also contained various other recommendations on that subject.
It came into force - as previous conventions on the same subject matter - on
1 January 1940 and provided that the list be revised every ten years, the first
revision taking place in 1948. An International Arrangement of 22 July 1946
entrusted the Interim Commission with the preparatory work required to that effect.
This was done through an Expert Committee. A conference was then convened by

(136) Doc. E /H /14

(137) Official Records of WHO No.2, p.52

(138) Official Records of WHO No.2, p.60

(139) Hudson, International Legislation, Vol.VIII, p.187; see, - however, the

Agreement concerning Statistics of Causes of Death in Vol.VI,p.899,

making the "minimum nomenclature" compulsory, in principle; among the

contracting Parties to that Agreement and the Protocol revising that

nomenclature - which, in fact, is the "intermediate nomenclature" of
the Paris Convention - in Vo1.VIII, p.180
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the French Government, under the provisions of the aforementioned Convention
of 1938. This Conference endorsed the proposals of the Expert Committee and, by
its Final Act, submitted them to the World Health Assembly for consideration,
with the request that they be embodied in WHO regulations.' A draft of such
regulations was submitted by the Expert Committee for adoption by the First
World Health Assembly, if approved (140.

4.4.2 On this occasion, a Legal Committee of the First Assembly considered
the problem of reservations under Article 22 of the Constitution. It will
facilitate the study of the report of this Legal Committee if the text adopted
by the First Assembly (141) be compared, in its r.-levant provisions, with the
draft prepared by the Expert Committee.

Article 17 of the Draft, providing for the date on which the Regulations
should come into force, remained unaltered but became Article 19 of the Regulations.

Article 18 of the Draft merely determined the period provided for in
Article 22 of the Constitution and repeated in substance the terms of that
Article without any further addition. It remained unaltered in the Regulations
where it became Article 20.

Article 19 of the Draft was as follows: "Such reservations may only
be made limiting the application of any part or parts of the present Regulations
to any part or parts of the terwitory of a Member. Before notifying such
reservations, á Member shall consult with the Director- General of the Organiza-
tion with respect to the content and form of and reasons for the proposed
reservations." This Article was suppressed.

Article 20 of the Draft, providing that each Member may withdraw its
rejections br the whole or any part of its reservations at any time by notifying
the Director -General of'the Organization remained unaltered and became Article 21
of the Regulations.

Article 21 of the Draft dealing with notifications by the Director -
General remained unaltered (but for the numbers of the Articles referred to) and
became Article 23 of the'Regulations_.

Finally, Article 22 bf the Draft stating, rather unnecessarily, that
the Regulations and their Annex may be amended by the World Health Assembly by
regulations adopted under Articles 21 and 22 of the Constitution remained un-
altered and became Article 24 of the Regulations.

(140) Sec. Doc. A /3, 18 May 1948, p.1 ss.

(141) Official Records of WHO No.13, Annex I, pp.349, 351, 352
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4.4.3 One should now turn to the report of the Legal Committee of the First
Assembly (142).

The Legal Committee noted that changes proposed by the delegation of
the United Kingdom had been approved by the Committee on Programme and had been
incorporated in the Regulations. These changes must have resulted in Article 19
of the Draft becoming, at that intermediary stage, Article 21. Concerning this
Article, the Legal Committee says that it "might be interpreted as limiting the
right of a Member to make a reservation to the Regulations and that it might not
therefore be entirely consistent with Article 22 of the Constitution.. It,
accordingly, recommended the deletion of that Article.

After dealing with the application of the Regulations to "territories
for whose international relations" Member States are responsible - a matter.
which was dealt with in Article 22 of the Regulations and, as such, is outside
the scope of our investigation (see above, para. 2.2.5) - the Legal Committee
reverted in general terms to the problem of reservations.

4.4.4 It stated that its attention was directed to the interpretation to be
given to Article 22 of the Constitution and "noted that a narrow interpretation
of the Article might result in a reservation being construed as tending towards a
rejection ", and concluded that this was not the interpretation intended. "It
was unanimously agreed, said the report, that the Regulations would come into
force for all Members including those making reservations and that only those
parts on which reservations had been made would not apply."

4.4.5 The report just quoted was adopted by the First World Health Assembly
without any recorded dissent (143).

4.4.6 It should further be pointed out that Article 22 of the Regulations,
whereby a Member may at any time notify the Director -General that the Regula-
tions "shall extend to any or all of such territories (the territories for whose
international relations that Member is responsible), expressly provides that this

may be done "with or without reservations."

4.4.7 Thus the First Assembly decided, as far as Regulations No.1 were
concerned, that any reservations Members might make were adopted in advance
and this. decision was based on an interpretation of Article 22 of the Constitu-
tion by a Legal Committee, the report of which was approved by the Assembly.
This interpretation and this precedent should now be considered.

(142) Fifth Report, Official Records of WHO, No. 13, p.335

(143) Official Records of WHO No.13, p.99
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4.4.8 As was pointed out above (see para, 4,1.5), an interpretation of
Article 22 of the Constitution such as that which'was favoured by the First
Assembly is believed to be incompatible with the wording of that Article. The
antinomy is quite striking if one reads in succession the Article itself and
the passage of the report, quoted above in 4.4.4, beginning with the words "It
was unanimously agreed ...". Moreover (see below, para. 4.5.6) that interpre-
tation would make Articles 21 and 22, dealing with WHO regulations, inconsistent
with Articles 19 and 20, dealing with WHO conventions and agreements. It need
hardly be recalled in this respect that an instrument should be read as a whole.
When the New York Conference took over in substance the treaty making system of
ILO, it adopted implicitly, as regards that particular kind of treaty making
which is dealt with in Articles-21 and 22, the necessary consequences implied in
its decision. Whether the Conference was fully conscious of those implications
or not is irrelevant as long as the requirements of consistency are not in
conflict with the actual wording of the instrument.

4.4.9 Concerning Regulations No.l.as a potential precedent, it will be
remembered that the 1938 Convention from which these rules originated merely
recommended certain things. While the London Agreement of 1934 and the Paris
Protocol of 1938 amending it were treaties in substance as well as in form,
the Paris Convention of 1938 was a treaty. in its diplomatic appearance only,
not in'its legal reality, except, perhaps, as regards machinery.

The process whereby WHO Regulations were evolved out of these
recommendations resulted in a legal position which, at first glance, is somewhat
puzzling.

On the one hand, the 1938 Convention was not explicitly abrogated.
The lists in the handbook appended to Regulations No.1 are, in part, a revised.
version, as provided in that convention itself and in the Arrangement of 22 July
1946 (144),' of the recommended lists adopted in 1938.

On the other hand, a nomenclature was already compulsory among certain
Powers in virtue of the 1934 Agreement. There is no reference in Regulations
No. 1 tb the 1938 Convention and the provisions of the Regulations are generally
worded as mandatory,, where causes of death - in contradistinction to morbidity
are dealt with.

It would appear that WHO Regulations No.1 while, in fact, continuing
and expanding the work of the Fifth International ". onvention concerning the lists

of Causes of Death, legally constituted a new departure on a mandatory basis.

Dealing, however, with a subject matter in a transitory stage from
recommendation to treaty, the framers of Regulations No-1 may well have felt that
free reservations on a compulsory system of rules constituted, for the time being,
an appropriate halfway measure. From that angle, Regulations No.1 would appear
rather as a special case than as a precedent for other subject matters and, in
particular, for the International Sanitary Regulations destined to replace a
number of important genuine Conventions and Agreements.

(144) See Doc. E155, Final Acts of the International Health Conference,
Article 2, para. (k) sub -para. (i), p.37.
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Also from another angle, it would appear that Regulations No.1 could
hardly serve as a precedent, Treaties on unification of social, in contra-
distinction to economic statistics would appear as one of the few catagories of
international instruments, which fulfil two conditions: a reciprocal exchange
of direct benefits between parties is not provided (see above, para. 2.8.3.2)
and at the same time such instruments are not particularly exposed to suffer
damage from reservations as the national incentive to resort to them is small
and the remaining benefit, such as it is, to the international community, always
better than a complete lack of uniformity.

4.5 Comparison between treaties and regulations

4.5.1 The difference between treaties concluded under the auspices of the
United Nations and WHO conventions and agreements is essentially one of prin-
ciple and doctrine, while the practical importance of progress embodied in WHO
regulations is greater than its theoretical significance. How, then, do WHO
conventions and agreements differ from WHO regulations? There are three differ-

ences. The third, however, no longer affects the instruments after they have
come into force.

4.5.2 Firstly, in the case of regulations, the assent required from each
party is given tacitly; in that of conventions and agreements, explicitly.
It is the same difference, a difference in practice, not in principle, that
was found between tacit and explicit acceptance of reservations (see above,
paras. 2.7.6 ss.) or amendments to treaties (see above paras. 2.7.6.5 ss. where
the revision of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice was
considered as an example.

4.5.3 Secondly, regulations are generally regarded as subordinate to
treaties. The difference should be recognized for what it is, a matter of
degree, and the borderline empirically drawn, having regard both to the lesser
or greater need for flexibility and to the possibility, in most countries con-
cerned, of making amendments effective nationally without renewed recourse to
legislative authorities.

4.5.4 Thirdly, under the WHO constitution, a two thirds majority is required
for the adoption of conventions or agreements by the World Health Assembly, while
a majority of the Members present and voting is sufficient for the adoption of
regulations. This difference, however, exclusively relates to the procedure
whereby the instruments are created. It no longer affects them after their
adoption. Besides, under Article 60 of the WHO Constitution, the Assembly may,
at any time, decide to add categories to the "important questions" for which a
two thirds majority shall be required.
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This analysis leads to the conclusion that WHO conventions and agreements

and WHO regulations differ in degree, not in kind (145).

4.5.5 Appraisals based on legal and political experience and intuition may
differ and no experimental method is available for testing their relative accuracy.
However WHO conventions and agreements and WHO regulations may compare, it is
believed that there would be general agreement on the statement that WHO regula-
tions, viewed in terms of the evolution from contract to legislation, rank at
least as high as WHO conventions and agreements and in practice, at least,
constitute a step forward. This leads to an important conclusion.

4.5.6 If reservations, as was pointed out above (see para. 1.3.2), are
characteristic of the imperfection of international legislation, of its
primitiveness, then the necessary assumption that the Constitution is consistent
leads one to expect that reservations to regulations should be controlled at
least to the same extent as reservations to conventions and agreements.

4.5.7 It is true that, insofar as regulations should actually deal with
relatively minor technical details, reservations might more often prove accept-
able than would be the case with basic rules. It should not lightly be assumed,
however, on account of this, that the authors of the Constitution failed to see
that regulations might not exclusively deal with relatively minor technical
details, that, whatever the importance of a rule, some reservations might well
prove destructive of it and that, in most international fields, uncontrolled
reservations would definitely mean a step backward.

4.6 Conclusions on Articles 21 and 22

4.6.1 To sum up the result, so far, of this investigation concerning regu-
lations: the text yielded the conclusion that neither were all reservations
excluded (see above, para. 4.1.4), nor were they accepted in advance, in virtue

of the Constitution (para. 4.1.5); beyond that, important and obvious questions
remained unanswered; a brief survey of historical precedents tended to show
that there was no difference in kind between conventions, agreements and regula-
tions (para. 4.2.9) and this was later confirmed by the "travaux préparatoires"
(see para. 4.3.6) - which failed to throw any further light on our problems -
and also by a study of the differences between WHO conventions and agreements
and WHO regulations (paras. 4.5.1 ss); consideration of what happened at the
first Assembly showed that the Assembly, by adopting the fifth report of its
Legal Committee, had interpreted Art. 22 as an acceptance in advance, in virtue

(145) For this reason, the writer is unable to share the view expressed by
Mr. W. R. Sharp (op. cit. in footnote 128, p.526), that the Constitution
should have defined in substantive terms the difference between a regu-
lation and a convention and that this alleged gap may lead to dispute and
ultimately be filled by the International Court of Justice. As the writer
sees it, the only limitation on the power for the Assembly to adopt
regulations is that of Article 21.
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of the Constitution, of all reservations, but th:.t action taken by it in the

matter of Regulations No 1 need not be regarded as a precedent (paras, 4.4.1
ss'; finally, a survey of the Constitution as a whole and, in particular, a
comparison between Articles 19 and 20 as interpreted in Part III, on the one
hand, 21 and 22, on the other, yielded the conclusion that, unless there sere
strong evidence to the contrary, Article 22 should be so interpreted that reser-
vations to Legulations could be controlled at least to the sane extent as reser-
vations to conventions and agreements (para. 4.5.6).

4.6,2 It has been shown aboste (ioara. 3..4.2) that no WHO convention or agree-

ment could be varied in its effect by a reservation and yet remain a WHO conven-
tion or agreement, unless that reservation had been adopted by the Assembly,
either in advance or subsequently, in the same manner as the convention, or agree-
ment, itself, In the absence of any argument to the contrary to be derived
either from the text or from the "travaux préparatoires ", it is believed that this
should apply also to WHO regulations.

4.6.3 It was said above (para. 3.4 +.4) that the World Health Assembly, when
fixing the terms of the the treaty, could permit reservations in advance, either
generally or within certain limits or subject to certain conditions, or provide
that reservations adopted by it should, moreover, be accepted by all Member
States as potential Parties and perhaps by any other contracting Parties. It

is believed that this should also apply to WHO regulations.

4.6.4 It vas found that Article 22, while speaking of reservations, failed
to give an explicit answer to several obvious and important questions. This

gap has now been filled in a manner which is not incompatible with the text.
It is believed that this interpretation, whereby it is left to the World Health
Assembly, in the first place, and to the law of treaties, in the second place,
to answer the questions left open by the text, is the only one whereby incon-
sistency in the instrument considered as a whole may be avoided.

4,6.5 Under this interpretation, the World Health Assembly, when confronted
with the problem of reservations to conventions, agreements or regulations, adopted
or to be adopted by it, may i.a..

(a) provide _... the ...:B:..'a7iez:t tor the a;iap~t.ori oI re..'ï;'oï s:. >1:1v,ir. e of all

, esarvaions whatever Instr amom or pant of it j

(b) provide for the adoption in advance of certain reservations and reject all
others or reserve its decisl.on on t ^ern;

(c) provide for the submission of any reservation to the instrument or part of
it subject to adoption;

(d. so draft the instrument that the individral acceptance by all parties, or
potential parties, of any reservation adopted by the Assembly be excluded, limited
(for example by the exclusion of reservations on reservations) or explicitly
required for the validity of any reservation.
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4.6.6 It is advisable, as a matter of sound practice, that, in all instances
where reservations are not excluded and where any doubt may arise as to whether
the effect of the reservation would be reciprocal or not, express provision be
made in the instrument to solve the question.

4.6.7 Whenever individual acceptance of a reservation by the parties, or
potential parties, is not excluded, it would be consistent to require that
tacit acceptance (see above para. 3.4.5) be provided. It would seem that this
should apply also, mutatis mutandis, to non Member States (see above para. 3.4.6)
parties to the instrument.

4.6.8 Wherever the Assembly should feel, as it did in the case of Regula-
tions No 1, that all reservations on an instrument or any part of it should be
adopted in advance, it nevertheless rests with it to determine what is a reser-
vation and what is a rejection. As was said above (see para, 2.2.4, footnote
5 and para. 4,1.6) the words used by the reserving party cannot be decisive in
this respect. To take an extreme instance, if a State reserved the application
to its territory or otherwise to its interests of every single clause of an
instrument in succession, there could be no doubt that this would be a rejection
in disguise. In appreciating what would be tantamount to rejection the World
Health Assembly must, whatever construction is put upon Article 22 of the
Constitution, of necessity be in a position to use its own discretion.

4.6.9 While drafting the Final Provisions to the Draft International Sanitary
Regulations, the Legal Sub. Committee on Epidemiology and Quarantine did not feel
at liberty to depart, in the relations between Members of the Organization, from
the interpretation of Article 22 adopted by the First Assembly. It is important,

however, to point out that the World Health Assembly itself is not in any manner
bound by that interpretation.

Regulations No.1 being, as was shown above (see para. 4.4.9), a very
special case, there would be no inconsistency in practice if the Final Provisions
of Regulations No.2 were amended in the light of this memorandum. Should the
World Health Assembly feel that it might be detrimental to the general interest
and unfair to individual States automatically to axteua to other fields what was
done in Regulations No.1, it is legally free to adopt a different course for
other regulations.
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